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Introduction: Agenda for ~ Geperation 

Every generation inherits from the past a set of problems
personal and social--and a dom1t1ant set of insights and perspe ctives 
by which the problems ape to be understood and, hopefully, managed" 
The critical feature of this generation's inheritance is that the 
problems are so serious as to actually threaten civilization, while 
the conventional perspectives areot dubious worth. Horrors are 
regarded as commonplace; we take universal strife in stride; we 
treat newness with a normalcy that suggests a deliberate flight from 
reality. 

How can the magnitude of modern problems be best expressed? Per
by means of paradox; 

With nuclear energy whole cities ,could easily be powered, but 
instead we seem likely to unleasb destruct10n greater than that 
incurred in all wars in human 'history; , 

With rockets we are emanc1pating man from terrestrial limit
ations, but from M1ss1sSipp.l Jails st1l1 comes the prayer for 
emancipation of man on earth; 

As man's own technology destroys old and creates new forms of 
social organization, ,man still tolerates meaningless work, idleness 
intead of creative leisure~ and educational systems that do not 
prepare him for life amidst change; 

While expanding networks of communication, transportat10n, 
integrating economic systems"and the birth ot 1ntercontinental 
miSSiles make nat1onalboundar1es utterly per~eable and ant1~uated, 
men still fight and hate 1n provino1al loyalty to nationa11sm; 

. Whiletwo-thJris ot mank1.ndsutfers1l'1oreaSingundernour1shment, 
our upper olasses are changing from oompetit1on for scarce goods to 
revelling amidst abundanoe; . 

With world populat1on expected to double in forty years, men 
still permit anarohy as the rule of international conduct and 
uncontrolled exploitat10n to govern the sapping of the earth's 
phys1cal resources; 

/ . 

Mankind desperately needs visionary and revolutionary leadership 
to respond to its enormous and deeply-entrenqhed problems" But 
America rests in national stalemate, her goals ambiguous and 
tradit1on-bound when they should be new and far-reaching, her 
democracy apathetic and manipulated when it should be dynamiQ and 
participative" 

These paradoxes convey tens10ns ,which demand the attention of 
every individual concerned with the future cond1 tion of man. The 
newness of them demands intellectual self-reliance from a younger 
generation that fears to be its own leadership. The complexity of 
them requires a radical sense of appreciation, of facts and values. 
that few thinkers want to undertake. The dangers in them, that thiS 
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is the first generat10n to know 1t might be the last 10 the long 
exper1ment at l1vlog, call not for detachment and retreat but for 
hum1lity and 101t1at1ve, not for hypnot10 adopt10n of the po11t1cs 
of past and ranking orders, but for reflect1ve working out of 
a po11t1cs anew. 

We are people of th1s generat1on, 1n our late teens and early
·or mid-twent1es, bred 1n affluence, housed now in universities, 
looklng uncomfortably to the world we inherit. 

We are dismayed by the timidity of our elders and the pr1vatism 
of our peers. The orgam1zations we know, in which we are to be 
socia11zed as citizens, are unradical, 10 that they treat only of 
symptoms, not roots, or unpolitical, in that they are impelled more 
by outrage and static protest tHan measured analysis and assertive 
program, or simply hesitant, skirting the issues and blurring them 
with rhetorio, rather than admitting of problems both intelleotual 
and political and nevertheless seeking a broad analysis of social 
lssues. 

We write, debate, and assert thls manifesto, not as a declaratior 
that we have the Flnal Cure, but to affirm that problems must be 
faced with an expression of knowledge and value, and ln action. 
In thls afflrmatlon we deny that prpblems can be faced by claimlng 
they don't exlst anymore, or that the government through expertise 
will solve what problems there are. 

We do this as a basis for an organ1zation, because as students 
we feel that only as we flnd some struotured way of working together, 
sharing ideas, formulating program and engaging 1n act10n will the 
left become visible and respons1ble in America. . 

Our form is tentat1ve--1t w1ll change as a response to growth, as 
we extend beyond our own age group--as we f1ndways to work w1 th .: 
those whom the acaaem1c structure identifies as our teacher~, &I br1.dge~ ! 
can be extended to labor, the church, the 11beralreformand soclall~. I 
polit1cal groups, as we ,form th,e nece.seary amalgamations with oDger '.' 
l~beral and radlcal centers on the oampus and beyond. Our goal~~s to 
stlmulate a left--new and,' we thlnk, young. 

" 

We seek to be public, r~sponsible, an~ influential--not housed 
in garre.ts. lunatio, and lneffectual; to be visionary yet ever devel
oping concrete programs--not empty or deluded 1n our goals and 
sterlle in inactlon; to beldealistic and hopeful--not deadened 
by f~1lures or chalned by a myoplc vlew of human posslbll1tles; 
to be both passionate and reflect1ve--not tlmid and intellectually 
paralytlc;to vivify American politics with controversy--not to 
emasculate our principles before the icons of unity and bipart1san-
ship; to stimulate and give honor to the full movement of human -, 
1magination--not to 1nduce sectarlan rig1dlty or encourage stereo
typed rhetor1c. 

! 
t 

t 
r 

On thls basls we offer this document: as an effort 1n underst~.; 
the new, but an effort rooted ln the anclent,.still unfulfllled 
conceptlon of man as a belng struggllng for determining lnfluence 
over hls clrcumstances. That man sho~ld oreatively enoounter thefroos. 
new and old. challeng1n~ his reason and menacing hls freedom, 1s the 
hope underl..ymg this' ·paper,. which is our beginning--in argument, in 
ldentlfying frlends and opponents, and most esse~t1ally in carrying 
on our own educatlon--as democrats 1n a time of upheaval •. 
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The students -----
In the last few years, thousands of American students demonstrated that they 
at least felt the urgency of the times. They moved actively and directly 
against racial injustices, the threat of war, via1.at1ons of individual rights 
of conscience and, less frequently" against 8CC?:Uanic manipulation. They 
succeeded in restoring a small measure of controver flY to' the campuses after 
the stUlIlees of the McCarthy period. They succeeded, too, in gaining s(l18 
concessions from the people and institutions they opposed, especially in the 
fight against racial. bigotry. . 

The e!gn1ficance of these ~attered "movements" lies not in their success cr 
failure in gaining objectives-at least not yet. Nor does the significance 
lie in the intellectual IIcompetance11 or "mat'ln'i tyt'of the students inval. ved
as scme pedal tio elders allege. The significance is in the fact that the 
students are breald.ng the crust of apathy and over caning the inner alienation 
that remain the defining charaoteristics of American co11ege lifeo 

In truth, student movements far reform are rareties on the oampus~ \-Jhat is 
commonplace on the oampus? How do "apathyfl and flinner alienation" manifest 
thanselves? The real campus, the familiar campus, is a place of p"A.ate, '. 
peoPleJ'.engaged in their notorious tlinnar emigration". It is a place of 
commitment to bUSiness-as-usual,getting aMJad, playing it 0001 0 It is a 
place of mass affinnation of the '1'w:t.st, but maSs rel uctame toward the con
troversial publio stance. Ilil.es.are accepted as "!nevi table", bureaucracy 
as II just circumstances", irrelevance as "scholarsb1p", selflessness as .. 
"martyrdom", politics as "just another w., to make people, md an unprofitable 
one, too". . 

Acoording to recent studies, almost no students value being acti'Ve as a citi_n. 
Passi ve in public, they are hardly more idealistic in arraDglng their private 
livest Gallup concludes they will "settle for low success and won't risk 
high failure." TheJte is ~ot much willingness to take riSq (not. avenin 
business)" no setting of dangerous gQaJ..s, no real conception of personal 
identity except one made in the image of others, no real urge for personal. 
fulfillment except to be almost as successful. as the 'very successful people. 
Attention is paid to social. status, the quality 01' shirt _collars, meeting 
people, getting wives or hDsbands, making solid contacts for later on); much, 
too, is paid to academic status (grades, honors, the med school rat race). 
Neglected generally is the intellectual status, the personal cultivation of 
excellence of the mindo 

"students don't even give a damn about the apathy", one of us has said. Apathy 
toward apathy lJegets a privately constructed universe, a place 01' systematic 
study schedules, tow nights a week for beer, a girl or two" and e~ly marriage, 
a framework infused with personality, warmth and under control, no matter 
how unsatisfying it may be. 

Under these c~di.tions, universtty life loses all relevance to some. Four 
hundred thousand of us le.ave college every year. 

But apathy and alienation are not simply attitudes; they are products of OUl' 
social in-st1tutions, of the structure 81 d organization of higbar eduoation. 

e s . The extracurricular life is ordered according to in loco parentis theory, 
le which ratifies the Administration as the moral guirdiiil of the young. Tm 

ae~anpaxw.Lng "let's pretend" theory of student exm-a.-currlcular affairs. trans
forms studentr1tovQl'Dnent." .. into a training cer.rteE- far those "ib 0 went to spend 
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their lives pretending politioally, md discourages initiaUve from more 
artioulate, honest" am sensitive students. The bounds am style ot oontroversy 
are deliJn1ted before controversy begins. The university "'prepares" the . 

, st~nt tar "citizenship" through perpetual. rehearsals and, usual.ly', thrOtlgh 
evisceration of whBt creative spirit there is in the individual. 

The acedem1c lite Caltains rein.torcillg counterparts to the war in tohioh extra
curricular lite is organized. The academ:io world is founded in a teach ... 
student relation analogous to the parent-chUd relation which characterizes 
1n'~ooo parentis. Further, academic 11.te is founded in a radical. separation or "StU<ren'fl trem the ''objf;lOtt? be. studies. That which is studied, the social 
reality, is tlobjectitiad". theOl7 div.croed fran the stulf of practice" the 
unity ot .h1D.al1 understau:l1ng sul:mitted. to ocapartmentaliz1ng, specializing .. 
am t~e ,quest for llttJs questions. Thus is the student divided fr<Jl1 life 
by his .professor, as the amd.ous administrator attempts to do through.!!! ~ 
e!:erftis. 

The academic 'bureauora01-the acbin1stratora am their pervading systems-
extends throughout the aoadal1c .-i extracurricUlar structures, contributing 
to the sense of outer ocm~'tj>md .~ powerlessness that transforms so 
many students frOlll. honestsearQb:i.ng toratitication of convention and, warse, 
to a numbness to present and b~cata&trophes. 

Almost iIlvisibly.. toQj,..~omda1;j.~ .• 40 ... private finanCial interests 
shape the ~'miI. __ ,""'.j'.~ '~'.aore c~rC1al .. less dis
J;lQsedto~.Oae · .• octet,. ·~1¢~ .. lAtes .open.. to dissent. Defense-contracts, 
too, br1J1t .·~\m;l:.t~"tie$,1nto ~t C)~ati~ 1dth the interests sup
porti~ thearme race. In~, the acutalintelleotual etreet of the 
cQUege experience on' the student i8 barely d1stinguisbahle A'cm that o~ aJ\V 
other canmunications cbannel--sq, a telm.a1(m. set--paseing on the stock 
truths of the day. students leave colleg .. SQIlGwbat more "tolerant" than others, 
but basically unchanged in their val~s and pali tical orientations, This 
is unsurprising, since the real funQ't1on at the educational system-as opposed 
to its more rhetorical function ot "Gsarch:l.ngfor truth"-is to impart t.be 
key iDBormation cd. styles that will help tl1e student get by. modest.1.y but 
canfortably, in the big society beyond. 

Look }Jeyond the campus, to Ameri.ca itself. That student lUeis more intellec .. 
tual, aM· perhaps more canf'ortable, does not obscure the fact that the funda
mental qual! ties ot life on the campus reflects the habi ta of socieV at large. 
The fraternity president is seen at the junior manager levels; the sorority 
qa.een has gone to Grosse Pointe; the serious poet burns hopelessly far a place 
any place, to work; the once-serious and never-serious poets are at the 
advertising agencies or the slick magawlnes. The desperation of people threat
ened by foroes about which they lmow little and of which they can say less; 
the cheerful emptiness of people forced to close their identities t.o Bodern 
stress; the hostile surrender of people "giving up" all hope of changing things; 
the faceless polled by Gallup who listed "international a.tfa:it's" tourteenth 

. on their list of "problems", but also expected thermonuclear war in the next 
few yearSJ in these and other forms, Americans are in withdrawal ±'ran public 
life, frem any collective effort at directing their own affairs. 

Seme regSTd this national doldrums as a sign of heal ~ approval of the estal)
lished order_but is it approval. by consent or manipulat.eQ ~qu1"8cenee? 
Others declare that the people are w.i.tbdr __ beqaW!f~p~;U.~issues are 
fast disappearing-pemaps there ar~ fewer breadlines in America, but is J:Im. 
Crow gone, is there enough work and work more ful£UJ.ing,,· ~s wm-ld war a 
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,dim1.nishing threat, ani what of the new peoples and their aspirati01'lS1 still 
others think that the national quietude is a necessary consequence of the 
need for elites to resolve eanplex zd specialized problems e£ modern in
dustrial SOCiety-but, then, why shoul-d business elites decide foreign policy. 
and who controls the elites anyway, and are they sol-ttng manld.nd's problems? 
Others, finally, shrug know:I.ngly and announce that .tull democracy never 
worked anywhere in the past-but wilT lump quali tati vely different ci vlllzations 
together, and how can a social order work wall if its best thinkers are sceptics, 
and is man really doomed forever to the danination of today? 

There are no Convincing apologies tal! the contempal!ary malaise. While the 
world tumbles toward the final war" while men in other nations are tryi.DC 
desperately tow tar events, while the very future qua future is uncerta:l.n
America is without ccinmuni ty impulse, with the inner momentum necessary fal! 
an age when societies cannot 8uocessMly perpetuate themselves by their 
military weapons, when democracy must be viable because of its quality of 
11fe, not its quantity of rockets. 

The apathy here is, first, subjective--the felt powerlessness ot ordinary 
people, the resignation beforeii1i8 enormity of events. But subjective apatb¥ 
is encouraged by the objectiw .. r1can sltuatd.on-the actual structural 
separation of people l'iicm power, frau relevant knowledge, from the pinnacles 
of decision-making. Just as the un1~sit7 1nflwmces the student we::! of 
life, so do major sooi8J. institutions create the circumstances in which the 
isolated citizen will try helpleEl417 to u.n<le~ his world and himselt. 

The very isolation of the indi'V'1d'aal-trau power and canmunityand ability 
to aspire-means the rise of a c1arlooracy without publics. lvith the great 
mass of people structurallY' r-o~ and psychologically hesitant with respect 
to democratic institutions, those institutions themselves attenuate and 
become, in the fashion of the nscious oircl.e, progress1~ less 8CClJSsih1.e 
to those few who aspire to serious participation in social af'tairs. The 
vital democratic connection between cammmity and leadal'sbip. be~ the 
mass and the several elites# has been so wrenched am. perverted that dis-· 
astrous policies go unchallenged 1;1me and again. 
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Looj beyond. the campus, to Amarica itself. That student life is more 
intellectual, and perhaps more comfortable, does not obscure the fact 
that the fundamental qualities of life on the campus reflects the babi ts 
of society at large. The fraternity president is seen at the junior 
manager levels; the sorority queen has gone to Grosse Pointe; the serious 
poet burns for a place, any place, to woriq the once-serious and never 
serious poets work at the advertising agencies. The desperation of people 
threatened by forces about which they know lIhttle and of which they can say 
less; the cheerful emptiness of people to close their identip to modem 
stress; the hostile surrender of people "giving up" all hope of changing 
things; the faceless ones polled by Gallup who listed "international affairs" 
fpurteenth on their list ot "problems", buts. also eJq)ected thermonuclear 
war in the next few years: in these and other forms, Americans are in l>11thdrawal 
from public life, from any collective effort at directing their awn 
affairs. 

Some regard this national doldrums as a sign of healthy approval of the 
established order -- but is it approval by consent or manipulated 
acquiesence? Others declare that the people are withdrawn because compelling 
issuea are fast disappearing _ perhaps there are fewer headlines in America, 
but is Jim Crow gone, is there enough WCIIt'k and work more fulfilling, is world 
war a diminishing threat, and whpt of the revolutionary new peoples? Still 
others think the national quietude is a necessary consequense of the need for 
elites to resolve complex and specialized problems of modern industrial 
society -- but, then, should business elites decide foreign policy, and who 
controls the elites anyway, and are theys:>lv:tng mankind's problems. Others, 
finally, shrug knowlingly and a Mounce that full democracy never worked 
anywhere in the past - but why l'l.Ulp qualitatively different civilizations 
together, how can a social order work wll if' its best thinkers are skeptiCS, 
and is man really doomed forever to the domination of today? 

There are no convincing apologies for the contemporary malaise. While the 
world tubles toward the final war, while men in other nations are trying 
desperately to alter events, 'While the very future qua future is uncertain -
America is wothout connnunity iIrpulse without inner momentum necessary for an age 
'tllhen societies cannot successfully perpetuate themselves by their military 
weapons, when democracy must be v.i.able because of its quality ot lifee, 
not its quantity ot rockets. 

The apathy here is, first, subjective - the felt pouerlessness or ordinary 
people, the resignation before the Enormity of events. But subjective apathy 
is encouraged qy the objective American situation -- the actual structural 
separation of people from power, from relevant knowledge, from pinnacles . 
of decision-making. Just as the iniversity influences the student 't~y ot life, 
so do major social instititions create the circumstances in which the isolated 
citizen will try helplessly to understand his world and himself. 

The very isolation ot the individual -- from power and communit,y and abili~ 
to aspire -- means the rise of a democarcy without publics. With the great 
mass or people structurally remote and psychlogically hesitant with respect 

to democratic institutions, those institutions themselves attenuate and 
become, in the fashion of the Vicious circle, progressively less accessible 
to those few who aspire to serious participa tien in social a:f fairs. The 
vital democratic connection between comnunity and leadership, between the mass 
and the several elites, has been so wrenched ='too per-rertod that disasterous 
poli.des go lmoll:llJengeo titl1A ann ag:tin. 



American Polltics 

Historically and currently, American politics are built on a desire to 
deploy and neutralize the "evil drives lt of men. Paradoxically, the have 
instead tended to diminish general interest in citizenship and have 
encouraged the consolidation of irresponsibility at higher levels of government. 
Politics today are organized for policy paralysis and minority domination, 
not for fluid change and mass participation. The major parties contain 
broader differences within them than between themselves. What exists instead 
of two parties an undeclared' nthird party" alliance of Southern Democrats 
and conservative Republicans, blessed b.1 a seniority system that guarantees 
Congressional committee domination to conservatives ( 10 of 17 committees 
in the Senate and 13 of 21 in the 111 ouae are currently chaired by Southern 
Democrats). For one hundred years the going barga:in has given he liberals 
the Presidency, the conservatives the Congress, and the general public a ~tem 
o.f unrepresentative go-vermnent. Confusion necessarily is built in to poll.tl.cal 
discussion. Relevant issues are not raised and debated in a way that affords 
the voter a genuine political choice: politics of personality transcends the 
politics of issues. Calcification ( under the name of "responsible progress 
with stability") dominates fle:xibilt~ (':1S the prinCiple of parliamentary 
organization. Frustration is the expectanv,r of legislators intending 
serious liberal refo~ In a world demanding rapid change, Congress becomes 
less and less central in American decision-making - in foreign policy 
Congress has but a minor role since World \-1;-r II. 

Outside of Congress, '(,he parties vie1-T themselves not as vehicles for debate 
but as machines seeking pow'er, not as outlets f'Qr indivic'lual \-lOrk but as 
dispensers of ~~wards and elevators to status. But politics go beyond 
congressional/ttexibility and party pOlier lust. Involved, too, is the 
expanding force of lobbyists, predominantly representing business interests, 
s)ending hundreds of millions annually in a systematic effort to conform 
facts about our productivity, our agriculture, our defense, our social 
services, to the interests of private economic group ings. 

In this contest of organized stalemate, party contradictions, insulated pOlier 
and privilege, and Eieliberate i'alsefications, the most alarming fact is that 
fe1'], if any, politicians are callinG for a change, Rather than protesting 
conditions, the politicians agrravate them in several vlayS. 

\fJhile in practise they go about rigging public opinion to their own interests, 
in word and ritual they mnshrine"the sovereign publicJ' Their speeches and 
campaign actions are banal, based in a degrading conception ·)f what people 
'tvant to hear.... They respond not to dialogue, but to pressure: and knOln.ng 
thiS, the ordinary citizen feels even greater powerlessness •. Perhaps the 
most criminal of political acts is the trumpeted appeal to "citizenship" and 
"service to the nation ll 'tvhich, since it is not meant to really zearrange 
power relations, only increases apathy br, opening no creative outlet for real 
citizenship. Often, too, the appeal to 'service" is justified not in terms 
of idealism, but in the crasser terms of "defending the Free Horld from Cormn
unisll"--thus making future idealistic impulses impossible to justify in any 
but Cold ~Jar terms. 

The E&,onomy 
American economic life is not as it once was. Capitalism today advertises 
itself as the l1e.lfare State. Ours is the first generation to comfurtably 
expect pensions, medical care, unemployment cornpensa tions, and other social 
services throQg:hout our lives. In m.a.ny places, workers need not experience 
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!h! Economy 

American economic life is not as it once was. Capitalism 
today advertises itself as the Welfare State. Ours 1e the first 
generation to comfortably exoect oensions, medical care, unemploy
ment compensations, and other social services throughout our lives. 
In many olaces, workers need not ex~erience the sweatshop conditions 
of the Thirties, the unrepaired machines, the unrestrained bosses. 
Most of our top unionists have assumes the roles and rhetoric 
of business leaders--a requisite of good bargaining, of course. 
Although our productive capacity is one-fourth idle, two-thirds or 
all Americans make enough to live in utter comfort, were it not 
for ,the naggin~ incentive to "keep up". As they say, we are "making 
.it pretty well' • 

But we are younger, rabed in the Boom of World War II. 
We take for granted the existence and desirability of the New 
Deal reforms, and we look with anger at the legacies, the un
finished reforms, of our liberal ancestors. 

The American economy, mareso than the political structure, 
is orgaaized so that the individual "unit", the consumer, is 
syste~natically excluded from the decisions affecting the nature 
of his WON, his rewards, his economic opportunities. The inodeern 
eonoentraUb.n of corporate wealth is fantastic. The wealthiest 
one percent of Americans own more than 80 percent of all personal 
shares of stock. From World War II until the mid-Fifties, the 
$0 biggest corporations increased their share of manufacturing 
production from 11 to 23 percent of the national total, and tre 
share of the largest 200 companies rose from 30 to 37 percent. 
Profits rise inexorably: United states Steel shipped half a 
million fewer tone of steel in 19$7 than 19$6, yet earned $419 
million in net profits against the $348 million of the ¥ear 
before--even after suffering a strike and a grant of $180 
million to the steelworkers in new wagesl 

To think that the decisions of these economic elites affect 
merely ecoOAmic growth is delusion: their "economic tl decisions 
affect all facets of social development. Foreign investments in
fluence political policies in underdeveloped areas. The drive for 
sales spurs phenomenal advertisi ng efforts: the "ethical drug" 
industry see nt more than $7$0 million on prolHotions in 1960, 
nearly four times the total amomnt available to all American maical 

~ schools for their educational progrsns. The arts are organized 
considerably according to their commercial profitability. The 
tendency to over-production, to coromod! ty gluts, requires the 
deliberate creation of pseudo-needs in consumers, and introduces 
inherently wasteful "planned obsolescence tl as a per.atanent feature 
of business strategy.* 
*Statistlcs on wealth reveal the "have" and "have not " gap at 
hone. Only $ percent of all those in the "$$,000 or less" bracket 
own any stock at a 11. In 19$3, personally-owned wealth in the U.S. 
stood at $1 trillion. Of this sum, $309.2 billion(30.2 percent) 
was owned by 1,6$9,000 top wealth-holders(with incomes of $60,000 
or more}. This elite comprised 1.04 percent of the pooulation. 
Their average gross estate estimate was $182,000, as against ~ 
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Within eXisting arran~ments, the American business 
co~nunity cannot be said to encourage a democratic orocess 
nationally. Economic minorities not responsible to a public in 
any democratic fashion, make decisions of m~e profound social 
importance than even those made by Congress. The only influence 
that an individual 'can exert upon th$se corporate giants is by 
means of Congressional regulatory and investigating committees-
whose powers are palliative, not preventative, and notoriously 
ineffective. American Telephone and Telegraph is an ideal example 
of both tendenCies, that of irresponsible exercise of power and 
ineffective means of control. To protect its investments in ex
isting facilities, A.T._T. prevented the public use 6f one-piece 
telephones, modern switching equipment, and dial phones long 
after such modern instruments were developed: nothing could be 
done to hasten the public use of the new quipment until such use 
wa's profitable to the corporation. Further the Federal Communicatims 
COmmiision negotiated a 6.5 percent increase in returns on phone 
rates with A.T.&T. 1n 1953 that has been consistently surpassed 
every year, resulting in an "overcharge" of $985 million to the 
American publi~. . I.;,.~ ..• ';'1 J 

In this situation, work is undertaken to fulfill desperate 
needs, for status or material goods, or both. Work is accepted 
for ulteriror reasons, rarely for intrinsic qualities, its 
creative oossibilities. In work the individual is regulated as 
part of the system. In leisure he is regulated as a consumer. 
the lifo long target of hare-sell, soft-sell, lies and partial 
truths, appeals to his ba~e~t drives, always being told what he 
is supposed to like while being told, too, that he is a "free" 
man because of "free" enter;)'.J.se. Thinking they follow the dictates 
of their own taste, men rev01 as consumers of things. centeri~ 
their lives around a ~-1Orsh1p of things created rather than a 
revereace for the process of creation itself. 

For all its debasing features, this condition is qdite 
tolerable in comparison to the human misery which prevails, nearly 
unseen, just beyond the neon lights of modern affluence. At least 
35 million people live beneath the le~els of minimum subsistene 
in America, beyond the rehabilitating influence of the Welfare 
State which is only structured to meet the needs of the lower-middle 
classes, not of the truly desperate. Whether newcomers or social 
remnants who were not upgraded by the New Deal reforms, these are 
the "leftovers t

• of society, lacking significant 1)1nion or polite al 
expression, becoming more obsolete with each technological ad~ance. 
When ttbad breaks" come for the American poor, they come 'in pll.ral 
and debilitating ways: substandard housing, poor health, un
pleasant neighborhoods, broken families, bad schools, unemployme~, 
the grinding plague of automation, inadequate retraining programs, 
social uprooting: all combine to kill personal aspirations. 

In the midst of these conditions, the labor movement, 
historic spokesman for the explOited, is locked in growing inner 

iqcontinued from oreceeding oage)national average of $10,000. 
They held 80 oercent of all corporation stock, virutally all 
state an~ local bonds, and, between 10 and 33 bercent of other 
types of oroperty: bonds, real estate, mortgages, life insubane , 
unincorpora ted busi nesses, and cash. They receive 40 TJercent of 
property, inco.ne-rent, interest, dividends.The size of this elite 
has been relatively constant: 31.6~(1922)30.6~(l939)20.8%(l949)30.2~t 
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crisis and outer lack of direction. To the American newspaper 
audience, "Big Labor" is a growing cancer that is . : 
at least equally evil as Big Business. Nothing could be more 
distorted(and more of a tribute to the opinion-manipuB ting 
skills of businessmen). To be sure, some unions are bigger than 
they were in the past. But the biggest of them are far smaller 
than the corporations they are su~po.6d to counter-vail in the 
"free economy": compare the au to workers to Gem ral Motors, 
the steelworkers to U.S.Steel, the communications w~kers to 
A.T.&T., the oilworkers to Standard Oil. These enormous dispari~es 
still fail to give the accurate picture of the modern crisis ~ 
labor, however. First, the expectations of the newborn AFL-CIO 

of thirty million members by 1965 are sufferi~ a reverse unimagined 
five years ago. The collaose of the dream of organizing the 

s uno~ganized" is dramatically ~eflected in the AFL-CIO decision, 
just two years after its creation, to slash its organizing staff 
in half. From 15 m111i~ members when the AFL and CIa merged, 
the total has slipped to 13.5 million. During the post war 
generation, union membership nationally has increased by four 
million--but the total labor force has jumped by 13 million. Today 
only 30 percent of all nonagricultural workers are protected by 
orga~ization. Second, organizing ccnditions are going to worsen. 
Where labor is strongest--in industries, for example--automation 
is leading to an attrition of available jobs. As the number of 
jobs dwindles, so too does labor's power of bargain~, since 
management can more easily handle a strike in an automated plant 
than in the old, hwnanly-controlled ones. mn addition, the 
American economy has changed radically in the last decade: suddenly 
the number of workers producing goods became fewer than the .. 
number in the "unproductive" areas--government, trade, finance, 
services, utilities, transportation. Since World War II "white 
collar" and "service tt jobs have grown twice as fast as have 
"blue co llartt produc t ion jobs. Labor has almos t no organiza ticn 
in the exoanding occupational areas of the new economy, almost 

all its entrenched strength in contracting areas. As big goverment 
hires more and more, as big butiness seeks more office workers 
and skilled technicians" and as growing commercial America demands 
new hotels, service stations and the like, the conditions witl 
become graver still. Further, there is little indication that 
the South is ripe for labor organization. Finally, there is 
considerable indication that big business, for the sake of 
public relations, has acknowledged labor's right to exist, but 
has deliberately and successfully tried to contain labor to 
its present strength, preventing strong unions from helping 
weaker ones, or from snreading to unorganized sectors of the 
economy. Business is aided in its efforts by a proliferation ~ 
"right-to-work2 laws at the state level, anti-labor legislation 
(the Lannrum-Griffin bill)in Congress. 

But along with all these developments, labor itself-
as an historical agency of chan~e--is faced with a crisis of 
vision. It is the most liberal mainstream" instituti on in 
modern America--but its liberalism is not much extended beyond 
its immediate self-interest. e.g. housing, favorable labor 
legislation, medical protection. More important, however, 
is the fact that much labor liberalism is vestigial, rote bather 
than radical. Labor's social idealism has waned before the tendencies 
of' bureaucracy, materialism, and business ethics. The moderate 
au.cces·s ot the last twenty years t ..struggls has braked,. instead 
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accele~ating, labo~'s zeal for retorm. Even the House of Labor 
has bay windows. Not only is this true of the labo~ elite, but 
as well of the rank-and .. file. The latter are indifrt\rentunion
ists, willing to strike if the labor boss will take care of them 
while they are "out", unwilling to attend meetings, confused by 
the bureaucrtaic complexity of labor-ma i:1agement negotiations, 
lulled to comfort by the accessibility ot luxury and the 
ooportunity fo~ long-term cont~acts. The general absence of union 
democracy finalizes worker apathy. 

Certain oroblems facing tha economy and labor uhould 
be seen in a more detailed way. In their newness and urgency, 
two problems stand out: the revolution in automation, and the 
replacement of scarcity by the potential of looterical abundance. 

Automation, the process of machines reolacing men in per
forming sensory, motoric, and complicated logical tasks, is 

'. transforming society in ways that cannot be fully comprehendedd. 
By 1959, industrial production regained its 1957 pre-recession 
level--but with 750,000 fewer workers required. In the Fifties 
as a whole, national production enlarged by 43 percent, but the 
number of factory emplmyees remained staticnary--only seven-tenths 
of 1 percent higher than in 1947. The electronics industry lost 
200,000 of 900,000 workers in the years 1953-57. In the steel 
industry, productive cppacity has increased 20 oercent since 
1955, while the number of workers has fallen 17,000. Employ-
me nt in the auto indus try Kkllk.ld}mtgalixkkkx.ludmdlnm:k:.tk.klDlmvlu~k 
decreased in the sElme period f~om 746,000 to 614,0;)0. The 
chemical industry has enlarged its productive powers 27 percent 
although its work force has dropped by three oerce~. A farmer 
in 1962 can grow enough to feed 24 oeople, where one generatim 
ago only 12 could be nourished. The United States Bureau 
of the Census used 50 statisticians in 1960 to perform the service 
that required 4,100M in 1950. Automation is destroying whole 
ca tep.:orie s of work--imoersonal thinkers have efficient ly labelled 
this "structural unemp10yment"--in blue-collar, service, 
and even middle management occupations. In addition, it is elim
inating emDloyment opportunities for a youth force that numbers 
one million more than it did in 1950, ane rendering work far more 
difficult both to find ane do for people in their forties and up. 
The consequence of this economic drama, strengthened by the farce 
of three post-war recessions, are momentous: five million becomes 
an acceDatble unem9loyment tabulation, and misery, uprootedness 
and anxiety become the lot of increasing numbers of Americans. 

But while autoJ:nation is greating social dislocation of 
a stunning kind, it paradoxically is imparting the opportunity 
for men the world around to rise in digntiy from their knees. 
In the future, there will be fewer and fewer tasks beyond the 
scope of the machine--and fewer and fewer material impossibilities 
lacing man, if they so choose. For the dominant optimistic 
economic fact of the epock ;1s that fewer hands are needed now 
1n actual production although more goods and services are a real 
potentiali ty. Saflly, America -has reac·ted to the coming of 
abundance 1n the same way it has to the effects of automation 
on unemolo'Yment: with tradi tim -oriented respsonses that indicate 
a lack of political imagination. Our reluc~ance to fully enter 
economic Uto"p:ia re.flects a fear 'Of leaving the "short, nasty, 
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brutish"-but so familiar-world of Darwinian scarcity and capitalist 
competition. The very basis of traditional capitalism-profit incentives 
for private investors, a struggle for scarce resources, price and wage fight
ing, public progress through private planning--simply are not as relevant 
and efficient to the conditions of abundance as are cooperation, the rule 
of law, and democratic public plannin~~X*ocmUIXDI 
IIXD£~' r ~ How is it ufree enterprise It 
and how is it democratic uhen millions of public dollars are poured :,nto 
scientific research so that tIre resulting ~pace communications system can 
be turned over to A. T .&T .? Fearing the change of life by abundance and 
technology, threatened by enormous XKH corporate lobbyists, America1s leader
ship has hesitated tragically--and calcified the national mind with rhetoric 
and political genuflections lSefore the myths of the free market enononv. 

A reformed, more humane capitalism, functioning at three-fourths capacity 
while one-third of America and two-thirds of the world goes needy, domination 
of politics and the econonv by fantastically rich elites, accomodation to tIE 
system by organized labor, hard-core poverty and unemployment, automa.tion 
bri''1ging the dark ascension of machine over man as well as the aalm of 
abundance, technological change being introduced into a huge econonv on the 
criteria of profitability--this has been our inheritance. However. inadequate, 
it has brought quiescenee-a reflection of the extent to vlhich misery has 
been overcome. NO't'T, as a better state becomes visible, a new poverty· !mpends: 
a poverty of viSion, and a poverty of political action to make that vision 
reality. 
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~ Military-Industrial CompJe~ 

Not only is ours the first generation to live with the possibility of world
wide cataclysm---it is the first to experience the actual social preparation 
for cataclysm, the general militarisation of American society. In 1948, 
just when many of us were becoming anxious about our manliness, Congress re
quired a social test of it by establishing Universal Military Training, the 
first peacetime conscription. The military bureaucracy was beginning. Four 
years earlier, General Electric's Charles E. Willon had heralded the creation 
of what he called the "permanent war economy", the continuous military spend
ing as a solution to the economic problems unsolved before the post-war Boom, 
most notably the problem of the seventeen million jobless after eight years 
of the New Deal. 

Since our childhood, these two trends--rise of the military apparatus and in
stallation of the defense economy---have grown fantastically. The Department 
of Defense, ironically the world's largest single organization, is worth $160 
billion, owns 32 million acres of American land, employs half the 7.5 million 
persons directly dependent on the Military for subsistence, has an $11 billion 
payroll which is larger than the net annual income of all American corporations. 
Defense spending in the Eisenhower era totalled $350 billions and President 
Kennedy entered office pledged to go even beyond the present defense allocation 
of sixty cents from every public dollar spent. Except for a war-induced boom 
immediately after we bombed Hiroshima, American economic prosperity has COincided 
with a growing dependence on military outlay---from 1941 to 1959 America's 
Gross National Product of $525 trillion included $700 million in goods and 
services purchased for the defense effort, a fraction of about one-seventh of 
the accumulated GNP. This ;attern has included the steady concentration of 
military spending among a few corporations. In 1961, 86 percent of Defense 
Department contracts were~aed without competition. The ordnance industry 
of 100,000 people is completely engaged in military work; in the aircraft 
industry, 94 percent of 750,000 are linked to the war economy; shipbuilding, 
radio and communications equipment industries commit forty percent of their 
work to defense; iron and steel, petroleum, metal-stamping and machine shop 
products, motors and generators, tools and hardware, copper, aluminum, and 
machine tools industries all devote at least 10 percent of their work to the 
same cause. 

The intermingling of Big Military and Big Industry is evidenced in the 1,400 
former officers working for the 100 corporations who received nearly all the 
$21 billion spent in procurement by the Defense Department in 1961. The over
lap is most poignantly clear in the case of General Dynamics, the company which 
received the best 1961 contracts, employed the most retired officers (187), 
and is directed by a former Secretary of the Army. A Fortune magazine profile 
of General Dynamics said: "The unique group of men who run Dynamics are only 
incidently in rivalry with other U.S. manufacturers, with many of whom they 
actually act in concert. Their chief competitor is the USSR. The core of 
General Dynamics corporate philosophy is the conviction that national defense 
is a more or less permanent business.". Little has changed since Wilson's proud 
declaration of the Permanent War Economy back in the 1944 days when the top 
200 corporations possessed 80 percent of all active prime-war-supply contracts. 
Little, except the menace. 

The military and its supporting business foundation have numerous forms of 
distinctly political expression, and we have heard their din endlessly. There 
has not been a major Congressional split on the issue of continued defense 
spending spirals in our lifetime. The triangular relation of the business, 
military and political arenas cannot be better expressed than in Dixicrat 
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Carl Vinson's remarks as his House Armed Services Committe reported out a 
military con~truction biJl of $S08 million, distri~~ted throu~h 50 states, for 
1960-62.: 1f'I'h~;re is something 1.'1. this btl1 for everyone ", he announce(i. Presi
dent Kerm",~l3" had earlier ackno)iledged the va.luable anti-recession features 
of tho b~.ll. 

Imagine, on t.he ot}:s:" h<'1.:n d, $008 million suggested as an ant.i-recession measure, 
but bdng p01.l:'cd into PJ·(\~ti3.lI'.S of social w,;:;j.fare: The im?Qssibility of re
ceiving suppc:r"C, for SUC.i1. a L:lBacu.re i('entifi.Es a crucial f(~ature of defense 
spend:ing: :.t is benefir:;:'al to p-riv3.-Ge enterprise, while welfare spending is 
not. lJefense spe:::ci\i:1g d.C'8S r.ot II cC~l:!,ete" with the pri vat.e sect.or; it contains 
a natul'al obf'olE."s;~e.r;.ce; its lIc0d'iciE:X'.t1al" r::a:t·ure permits ea8:i..er boor;.oClgf,:i.ing; 
the tax buro.ens to wh.ich it le2.da can be s!:unted from corporaLion to cOllsumer 
as a "cost of prociuct5.on lf • v~J_fe.re spending, hO·!l")ver, inyolves the g0'!'~rn-
ment in com:l'::;·;:';.tinn 1dth provate cor:pC'::'1aticr.~ and contract.ors; it conflicts 
with the i1mfl'9d:Late interests of privF>tB preE"·sure groups; it lcsds to t.axes 
on b'ls~.ness. Thi!':k of the oppos.:tio71 of private pOl'rer co:npan:.:'lS to current 
propo:;;als fer river and valley develGpment, or the hostility of the real estate 
lobby to urbcn renE'wnl; or the attitude of the AmE'rican Medical Asso(~5.c'?tion to 
a palt.ry mr.>ci.Jcal cere bill; or of all business locbyists to fcreig11 <:'5.c; these 
are tr.e pref;Si.i.~·es lea.di.n.g to the schizephrenic public-mi.litary, pri~'=~.E'-civilian 
econor.:y of our epcch. The politicia.'1.s, of course, take the line of l~d.st re
sistance and thickest support: l'mrfare, instead of welfare, is easlest to 
stand up ofr: after all, the Free World is at stake (and our constituency's 
investments, too). 

Business and politics, \men significantly militarized, affect the whole living 
condition of each American citizen. Worker and family depend on the Cold War 
for life. Half of all research and development is concentrated on military 
ends. The press mimics conventional cold war opinion in its editortals. In 
less than a full generation, most Americans accept the military-industrial 
structl"'e as "the way things are II. Uar is still pictured as one more kind of 
diplomacy, perhaps a gloriously satisfying kind. Our saturation and atomic 
bombings of Germany and Ja.pan are little more than memories of past "policy 
necessities" that preceeded the wonderful economic Boom in 1946. The facts 
that our once-revolutionary 20,000 ton Hiroshima B0mb is now paled by 50 
megaton weapons, that our lifetime has included th'3 ballistic missiles, that 
IIgreater" weapons are to follOW, that weapons fefinement is more rapid than 
the development of weapons of defense, that soon a dozen or more nations will 
have the Bomb, that one simple miscalculation could .incinerate mankind: these 
orienting facts are but remotely felt. A shell of moral callous separates the 
citizen from sensitivity of the common peril: this is the result of a life
time saturation with horror. After all, some· ask, where could ,,:e begin, even 
if we wanted to? After all, others declare, we can only assume things are in 
the best of hands. A coed at the University of Kentucky.says, IIwe regard 
peace and war as fairy tales ll • And a child has arked in helplessness, perhaps 
for us all, IIDaddy, why is there a cold war?" 

Past senselessness permits present brutality; present brutality is prelude to 
future deeds of still greater inhumanity; that is the: 1IIloral history of the 
twentieth century, frem the First \vorld Vlar to the present. A half-century 
of acceleratingdestruct10n has flattened out the individual's ability to 
make moral distinctions"it has made people understandably give up, it has 
forced private worry ana public silence. 

To a decisive extent, the means of defense, the military technology itseJ:f, 
ae-l:..e-rroJ.XlAn t.ha. pol it.; ca~ and social character of the state being defended-
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that is, defense mechanisms themselves in the nuclear age alter the character 
of the system that creates them for protection. So it has been with America, 
as her democratic institutions . d habits have shrivelled in almost direct 
proportion to the growth of her armaments. Decisions about military strategy, 
including the monstrous decision to go to war, are more and more the property 
of the Military and the industrial arms race machine, with the politicians 
assuming a ratifying role, instead of a determining one. This is increasingly 
a fact not just because of the installation of the permanent military, but 
because of constant revolutions in military technology. The new technologies 
allegedly require military expertise, scientific comprehension, and the mantle 
of secrecy_ As 60ngress relies more and more on the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
the Defense Departmen~ Pentagon, their hired science machine and lobbying troups 
the existing chasm between people and decision-makers becomes irreconciliably 
wide, and more alienating in its effects. 

A necessary part of the military effort is propaganda: to "sell" congressional 
appropriating committees, to conceal various business scandals, and to convince 
the American people that the arms race is import,apt enough to sacrifice civil 
liberties and social welfare. So confusion prefails about the national needs, 
while the three major services and their industrial allies jockey for power-
the Air Force tending to support bombers and missilry, the Navy Polaris and 
carriers, the Army conventional ground forces and invulnerable nuclear ar
senals, and all three feigning unity by support of the policy of weapons 
agglomeration called "the mix". Strategies are advocated on the basis of 
power and profit, usually more than on the basis of military needs. In the 
meantime, Congressional investigating committees--most notably the House Un
American Activities Committe and the Senate Judiciary Committee--attempt to 
curb the little dissent that finds its way into off-beat magazines. A huge 
militant anti-communist brigade throws in its support, patriotically willing 
to do anythip.,g to achieve IItotal victory" in the Cold vlar, the Government 
advocates peaceful confrontation with international communism, then utterly 
pillories and outla~re the tinY American Communist Party. University professors 
withdraw prudently from public issues; the very style of social science writing 
secomes more qualified, studies show. Needs in housing, education, minority 
rights, health care, land redevelopment, hourly ~ffiges) are all subordinated-
though a political tear is shed gratuitously--to the primary objective of the 
lIm:ilitary and economic streng't:. of the Free vJorld". 

vfuat are the governing policies which supposedly justify all this human sacrifi 
and waste? vlith few exceptions they have reflected the quandaries and confusio 
stagnation and anxiety, of a stalemated nation in a turbulent world. They have 
shown a slowness, sometimes a sheer inability to react to a sequence of new 
problems. 

Of these problems, tow of the newest are foremost: the existence of poised 
nuclear weapons and the revolutions against the former colonial powers. In 
the both areas, the Soviet Union and various national communist movements have 
aggravated international relations in inhuman and undesirable ways, but hardly 
so much as to blame only communism for the present menacing situanion. 
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Nuclear Policr 

The accumu~ation of nuclear arsenals, the threat of accidental uar, the 
possibilit,y of limited war becoming illimitable holocaust, the imppssibility 
of achieving real arms superiority or final invulnvrability, tl~ near nativity 
of a cluster of infant atomic powers--all of these events have tended to 
underminetradition concepts of international relations. War can no longer be 
considered as an instrument of international politics, a way of strengthening 
alliances, adjusting the balance of power, maintaining national sovereignty, or 
defending any values. vlar guarantees none of these things today. Soviet or. 
American llmegatonnagell is sugficient to destroy all existing social structure 
as well as human values; missiles have thumbed (figuratively) their nosecones 
at national boundaries. America, however, still operates by ~eans of national 
defense and deterrence systems. These are effective only so long as they are 
never fully used: unless l-Ie can convince Russia that we will commit the most 
viscious action in human histor.y, we will have to do it. 

"They are not meant to be used. They keep the peace because nobody is 
'made enough to wish the end of the liorld. In our jargon, if you will, no one 
dares to strike first because no one is prepared to accept retaliation lt

• Can XX 
international stability be pivoted around Doomsday l-reapons? How long? llhat ldll 
happen when China, Germany, Poland, France, Japan, Egypt, Israel and ten other 
countrie s get the Bomb? What about "'!E c anical failures then? What about being 
able to distinguish accident from aggression then? 

''We in the Air Force especially favor being prepared to win tte war, 
though "I'le do Hant to prevent its cOming, ji' at all possible. The trick, 
as we see it, is to get invulnerable weapons of our own, then be prepared to 
strike at Russia's military bases only". Do you really think you can just 
hit atomic installations "With your counterforce designs? What about tlle nearby 
cities? Do you think those Russians 1'1111 respond in the rati'inal way you 
expect, by attacking only our Military centers? If they are so ratioilal, 
why do you say they 'Won't negotiate 1D.. th us? Do you really think the arms 
race can go on permanently? 

"lile favor an invulnerable deterrent, too, so that all l-l8.rs of t.le future 
will be fought co l1Ventionally • We expect a s~ries of struggles, a protracted 
cO,1.i1ict with the Reds. A long tt-ti.light strurrgle--tl1a.t's lv8a.t the President 
calls it all lt • If a country is lOSing a small liar--and what does it :nean 
to discuss small or conventional wars todaY?--l-rlill it decide against using 
atomic ueapons and risking escalation to thermonuclear eonf1.ict? Hhat 1dll 
you do about acciderts, or aboutthe little countries with the big 'Heapons? 
Why hasn't any nation ever aclieved satisfactory vulnerability, and l-my do 
slou expect that we ,'1111 be the first? 

"I6 rather be dead than red personally, and I think thrt most likely 
we'll avoid both if we sit ti§ht until Russia opens up in a few years. But 
let's be realistic. If loTar comes, it comes. It t'11ll be bad, maybe 100 million 
dead, but the nation "t-r.i.ll recover as it did after the last war". Is such 
)atriotism truly realistic? Doesn't sittL~g tight a~dicate all chance of 
intervening in the arms race? In what sense does a nation "recover" when 
100 million of its people are dead? You only mentioned the dead people when you 
referred to recovery: ~lhat of the J:"est of the sy::;tem, the crnmrDtni.r.:tt.i.onA~ the 
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disease among the living and unborn, the psychological chaos, the ruined pa' 
of social relations, the transportation system? If it will be possible to 
recover in that infernal moment, why is it not possible to recover now from 
the less awful predicrunents gripping us? 

Not since the years i~ediakly aLter l'Torld 1/\jar II, 1-1hen the Soviet 
Union was without ato/lic weapons and the United Nations was overwhelmingly 
pro-VJestern, have we committed ourselves tonvii1cinely and unequivocably 
to the goal of a disarmed liorld. lie have blamed our reluctance on the in
adequacies of i~ternational rule-making institutions--institutions which 
could have been improved. He have blamed faulty inspection mechanisms--l1hen 
the mechanisms were not faulty in the minds of others, or uhen they were 
easily refinable. Especially, ,·re have blamed the Russians--l •T11ile it has beco 
steadily clearer that the Russians, t;leir tyrannies and cyniCisms granted, a 
their foreign policy zig-zagging aswell, find disarmament to be more in thei 
eo6nomic and political int.erests than the armaments race. 

We do not contend that the Cold lIar predicaments are solely the fault of 
the West. vIe do not contend tlla t disarmament liould come tomorrow if only 
Am€rica would l1ill it-the Russians do not trust us,' and their are significCl 
groupings in the Soviet Union who favor a "hot ll arms race to the reconcilin~ 
qualities of disarmament. We do contend, as Americans, that our government; 
blamed eVErything but its own hesitation, its 01-m anachronistic dependence c 
weapons, its o't'm fears of the uncertain world beyond the Cold lJar. 1Vha.t our 
government has not blamed is its own theory that the risks of the present m 
fe't'ler than the risks of serious change. AGain, at a time demanding vision ar 
flexibility, . America hesi ta tes in policy paralysis. But nOH even hesitation 
itself has changed--where once it tioded safety of transition, today it 
peI;?etuates the drift tOl-yards conflict. lve are edging toward a 'tolar which wi] 
not be fought between American and nussia, not externally between two natior 
entities, but the first international civil war, within the unrespected and 
unestablished human civitas which spans the 't'iorld. 
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The Colonial Revolution - ---- -----~ 

While weapons have accelerated man's opportunity for self-destruction, 
the counter-impulse to life and creation are superbly manifest in the rev
olutionary feelings of many Asian, African and Latin American peoples. Against 
the individual initiative and aEpiration, and social sense of organicism 
characteristic of these upsurges, the American apathy and stalemate stand in 
embarrassing contrast. 

It is difficult today to give human meaning to the welter of facts that 
surrounds us. That is why it is especially hard to understand the facts of 
"underdevelopment": In India, man and beast together produced 65 percent of 
the nation's economic energy, and of the remaining 35 percent of inanimately 
produced power a~nost three-fourths was obtained by burning dung. But in 
the United States, human and animal power together account for only one 
percent of the national economic energy--that is what stands huoonly be21j,nd 
the vague termX "industrialiszationlt. Even to maintain the misery of Asia today 
at a constnat level will require a rate of growth tripling the national income 
and the aggt?egate prodl'ction by the end of the century. For Asians to have 
the (unacceptable) 1950 standard of Europeans, less than $2,000 per year 
for a family, national production must increase 21-fold by the end of the 
century, and that monstrous feat only to reach a level that Europe~fts 
find intolerable. 

What has America done? During the years 1955-57 our total expenditures 
in economic aid were equal to one-tenthof one percent of our iDttl Gross National 
Product. Prior to that time it was less;' since then it has been a fraction 
higher. Immediete social and economic development is needed--we have helped 
little, seeming to prefer to create a grwoing gap betHeen "have" am "have 
not" rather than to usher in social revolutions which WOUl(l threaten our 
investors and our military alliances. The new nationswant to avoid pOl'1Er 
entanglements that ~ll open their countries to foreing domination--and we 
have often demanded loyalty oaths. They do not see the re:, irence of uncontrolled 
free enterprise in societies without aecumulated capital and a significant 
middle class-and we have looked aalumniously on those who would not try 
"our way". They seek em)athy--and we have sided vdth the old colonialists, "Tho 
now are trying to take credit for "giVing" all the freedom that has been 
wrested from trem, or we "empathize" ,men pressure absolutely de-r,lands it. 

vIi th rare variation, American foreign policy in the Fifties was guided by 
a concern for foreign investment, a negative anti-communist political stance 
linked to a series of military alliances, both undergirded by military threat. 
"'Te participated unilaterally--usually through the Central Intelligence ALency-
in revolutions against governments in Laos, Guatemala, Cuba, Egypt, Iran,. 
vIe permitted economic investment to decisively affect our foreign. policy: fruit 
in Cuba, oil in the l1iddle East, diamonds and gold in South Africa(with ~10m we 
trade more than 't·1ith any African nation). More exactly: !mericAls IIforeign 
market" in the late Fifties, including exports of goods and services plus over
seas sales by American firms, averaged about ;J;60 billion annually. T:lis repres. 
ented twice the investment of 1950, and it is predicted that the same rates of 
increase will continue. The reason is obvious; Fortune said in 1958, "foreign 
earnings will more than double in ten years, more than twice the probable gain 
in domestic profits". These investments are concsntrated primarily in the 14iMle 
East and Latin America, neither region being an impressive candidate for the 
long-run stability, political caution, and lower-class tolerance that 
American investors t~pically demand. 

Our pugnacious anti-coll1lllunism and protection of interests has led us to 
It? 



an alliance not entirely appropriately called "the free world". It includes 
four major parliamentaljr de ~cracies: ourselves, Canada, Great Briatain, and 
India. It also has included throuch the years Batista, Fr.anco, Venioerd,Salazar, 
De Gaulle, Boun Oum, rIgo Diem, Chiang-Kai-Shaek, Trujillo, the Somozas, Saud, ~~ 
Ydigoras--all of these non-democrats separating us deeply from the colonial 
revolu ti ons. 

Since the Kennedy administration began, the American government seems to 
h~ve initiated policy changes in the colonial and underdeveloped areas. 
It accepted "neutralism" as a tolerable principle; it sided more than once 
with the Angolans in the United Nations; it invited Souvanna Phouma to 
return to Laos after having overthrown his neutralist government there ; it 
impelemented the Alliance for Progress that Eisenhower had proposed when 
Latin America appeared on the verge of socialist revolutions; it made 
derogatory statements about the Trujillosj it cautiously Surtested that a 
democratic socialist government in British Guina might be necessary to support; 
in inaugural oratory, it sUGgested that a moral imperative 't-JaS involved in 
she ring the v10rld 1 s resources with those who have been previously dominated. 
~ese were hardly sufficient to heal the scars of past activity and present 
associations, but nevertheless they were motions away from the Fifties. 
But quite unexpectedly, the PreSIDent ordered the Cuban invasion, and wr..1le 
the American press railed about how we hadbeen "shamed'; and defiE.d by • 
that Itmonster Castro", the colonial peoples of the world l..rondered Hhether 
our foreign policy had really cl~nged from its old imperialist ways(we had 
never su)~orted Castro, even on the eve of his taking power, and had announced 
early that lithe conduct of the Castor government toward foreign private 
enterprise in 6uba" would be a \'lain state Department concern). Any heralded 
changes in our foreign policy are nOl-1 further suspect in the Hake of the Punta 
dlel Este foreign minister's conference where the five countries representing * 
most of Latin America refused to cooperate in our plans to further "isolate lt 

the CastDO government. . 

Ever since the colonial revolution began, American policy mru(ers have reacted 
to new problems with old "gunboat" re;:ledies, often thinly disguised. The feeble 
but desirable efforts of the Kennedy administration to be morellexible are 
coming )er1aps too late, and c-re of too.little ~ignificance to really change 
the historical thrust of our policies. The nunger problem is increasing rapidly 
mostly as a result of the 1'1orldwide population explosion that cancels out the 
meager triumphs gain so far over starvation. The threat of populati,m to econom
ic growth is sim-p1y docunented: in 1960-70 population in Africa south of the 
Sahara will increase 14 percent; in South Asia and the Far East by 22 ?ercentj 
in North Africa 26 percent; in the Hiddle East by 27 percent.; in Latin Arlerj.ca 
29 percent. Population explOSion, no matter how deVastating, is neutral. But 
how long l'1i1l it take to create a relation of trust betvleen America and 
the newly-developing societies. How long to change our policies? And in 
whet length of time? 

The world is in transformation. But America is not. It can race to 
industrialize the l-Jorld, tolerating occasional authoritarianisms, socialisms, 
neutralisms along the ~~y.--or it can slow the pace of the inevitable and default 
to the eager Soviets and, much more importantly, to maru{ind itself. 
Only mystics v10uld guess we have opted for the first. Consider what our people 
think of this, the most. urgent issue (,.:1 the human agenda. Fed by a bellicose 
press, mam:pualated by economic and political opponents of cllEnge, drffting in 
their mm history, they grumble about "the foreign aid vraste Jl , or about "that 
beatnik down in CubalJ , or how "things Hill get us bylt ••• thinkinG confidently, 
albeit in the usual be{'lilciel"lllent, that Am€ricans can go right on like 
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always, five percent of mankind producing forty percent of its goods. 

Communism 

Barely after we le2rned to read,. we learned to hate communists: 
they supplanted Indians and bogymen{including Japs and Nazis)in our 
juvenile warring. As we grew up, we discovered that our childlike 
cnaricatures were not too unlike those of our parents and politic 
In national att1tude we have abstracted Russians to demonic propor
tions, projecting upon them all blame for the Cold War. We righuv'Jw~l_ 
criticise Il a theistic materialism" while we turn our own churches 
centers of status for the opulent. The ease with which the arms rae 
is "soldl! to the public rests on the dominant paranoia toward the 
Soviet Union. Violations of free speech and as.sociation are justif 
because of the "threat to democracy". President Kennedy, following 
the secretly-planned invasion of Cuba, was brash enou~h to ask that 
the press impose self-censorship so that this open society can 
compete with the closed society of ll.ussia. In this atmosphere, even 
the most intelligent Americans have feared to join political organ
izatiohs, sign petitions, speak out on serious assues--and social 
apathy has been deepened by prevailing fear of using the prerogativ 
of free speech and free association. In this context, the major 
popular movements to arise(excepting the sit-in movement, V'lhere 
opnression was too great to endure in silence) have been those 
organized around the image of the Soviet Demon and propelled by the 
desperate need to "get things over With". 

Since Cold War America does not encourage an honest facing of 
issues of communism, vast numbers of liberals and socialists have 
retreated in fear, giving at least tacit support to the con,rentional 
thinking. Many have avoided issues by simply taking public loyalty 
oaths--b€gi~~lng any speech or article on public affairs 
~Iith an anti-cOmmunist disclaimer(even in sDeeches agai~ the 
attachment of loyalty oaths to National Defense Education Act grants 
many critics began with hand-washings) 

This prefatory denunciation of communism, which infects nearly 
every liberal utterance, is justified as being effective--no mention 
is made of its intellectual quality, nor of its contlibution to the 
mood of public hysteria, the hysteria that shuts off public analysis 
of world politics because almost nowhere in politics can we talk 
tentatively, inquiringly about "Russia". 

The people who should be our friends in the enterprise of under
standing rival ideologies are often of little help. The radicals, 
socialists, and liberals of an earlier generation--those to whom we 
might turn for understanding--blur their analysis ·of "the Russian 
questionl! with a curious rhetoric and sectarian overtone. They have 
fought the battles with, or against, the Communists--in labor unions 
civic and welfare groups, and pol,itical campaigns. They have s 
ideologl~ally as members or· fellows of the communist movement in the 
United St.ates before making their personal break. They have perhaps 
made the1r peace with the order they once fought against and find 0 
cupation with the communists to be a mask for their 0lr.,T11 timidity in 
fact· of a new generation of radicals not ready to make the same 
peace with society.Tbey are trying to "get by" in a society that 
would be hostile in the extreme were they to ever let down their 
anti-communist shield. So while the older radicals are indispensible 
for information and advice, and· while xxx ')ur sympathies parallel 
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1r~ on nearly every domestic issue, they tragically coalesce 
the lesS-informed, conservative and even reactionary forces 

perf"rlJl1llg a static analysis, in making Russia a "closed question lt 

It is true undeniably that there exists a small cluster of 
who, tired of Offical America, project their wishful humanism 

the Soviet Union--without serious regard for cr1tical evaluat1on. 
the first two terdencies--the paranoic quest for decontam1nat1on 
the replays of the otd fights--are more menacing in,many ways 
the third, the uncrit1cal hopeful.r./, see The first two1nduce 

ying fear im> the community and direct the energ1es of the 
away from relevent contact with liberals and~committed 

rs()ne"~lties: they contribute directly to the public qUietude and 
t and trigger the precise disenchantment with Amer1cathat 

... vc:; ..... g a tiny minority to uncritically support the Soviet Union. 

It would seem reasonable to expect that in America the bas1c 
saues of the Cold War should be rationally and fully debated, 
tween persons of all opinions--on television, on' platforms, 

.' tl}rough other medla. It would seem, too, that there should be 
a way for a person or an organization to oppose communism without 

.oontributing to the common fear of assoc1atio~s and public actions. 
But these things do not happen; instead, there. is flnger-point1l'lg 

comioal debate about the most serious of lsSues. This trend of 
events on the domestic scene, towards 1ncrease4 irrationa11ty on 
maJc. (ttl€'Stlons, moves us to greater conoernt;t1an does the problem 
of commun1sm ttself . domesticall1.l)emooracy, we are convinced, 
requires every effort to set 1npeEioeful Oppos1tlOj1 the basic view
pOints of the day; only by conSCiOUS, determ1n~d, though diff1cult, 
effo~ts in this direct10n w1l1 the issue of communism be met 
appropriately. " . ,. 

Conventional discussion, to be. sure, some~Ulescorrespondsw1th 
realities: especially the at~ks on the Soviet failure to establish 
demooratic institutions,. the irrespons1bility ot Soviet military 

. policy, the phony Sov1et equat10n of ,entralized, bureaucratic 
planning with the "tr1umph of true soo1a11sm" ; and the numerous 
small and large denials ,of human d1gnity rationa11zed inadequately by 
appeals to history, posterity, or the "imperatives of revolution". 
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But the occasional coicidence of conventional llisdom and the situation 
being de.scribedis not sufficient for the creation of sensible national 
attitudes and policies towards· the various communisms and authoritarianisms 
in the world. In 110 instance is this better illustrated than in our national 
and policy-making assumption that the ~oviet Union is inherently expansionist 
and aggressive and implements its desires by military means. Upon this 
assumption rests the monstrous American structure of umili tary preparedne ss" ; 
because of it we insist that Russians cannot be trusted; because of it, too, 
we have sacrificed values and social programs to the alleged needs of 
military might. But the assumption, however, is not true7-or at least it 
is falSW enough to challenge severely the basis of our foregin pOlicy. 

Because of an unfortufnate national secrecy and related canmunications problems, 
it is not easy to assess the strategy and purpose of the Soviet Union. But 
available information does not justify the clam of Soviet military 
aggressiveness; rather it suggests that Russia is confronted with the 
dilemma of representing a revolution while becoming a conservative status 
quo nation. state, that the Soviet Union places the avoidance of themonuclear 
war ahead of its sincere desire to eliminate capitalism, that the Soviet Union 
wants to conduct its competition with capitalism'not with rockets but 
with comparative abilities to Mfill th'i:J' world's needs. The foreeful 
take-over of East Europe signalled not the first stage of European conquest 
but a clumsy and brutal establishment of a security zone by a harrassed and 
weakenddnation. Stalin did not seem to support the Chinese RevOlution. The 
exercise o:t;torcein II7an, Borea, and Berlin has been controlled always by a 
desire to aVoid escalating war. '!he savage repression of the Hungarian 
Revolution was a defensive action rooted in Soviet fear that its empire would 
collapse. 

Despite this endence, some will claim that "defensive" is too broadly 
defined, that/tKcludes virtual aggression by a different name. This is 
not an insensible criticism, but it still fails to establish the veracity of 
the counter-claim, that Russia is out to gobble up the world. If thane is 
even ambiguity about the Russian intention--and, to any but the comPletely 
blind, there is ambiguity--then our foreign and domestic policies rest on 
shaky foundation. In the same way woul!o Russian policy be unsound if it 
assum ed that American inspired coups in Iran, Cuba, Guatemala, and Laos 
were the products of a necessarily militaristic and expansionist system. 
(By these a~ons and others, incidently, America has given the Soviets 
understandable reason to believe such an estimate, just as Soviet actions 
have given fodder to the "tough" faction in American str~tegyQstudying 
circles. ) 

Thus there is considerable reason to believe that the Soviets are not as 
interested in the forceful conquest of the world as the NATO and American 
military-industrial comPles seem to want Americans to wish. It appears 
that many of those calling students "communist dupes" are "dupes" themselves 
of/iitensive propaganda effort against intellectual independence and serious, 
dispassionate reflection on international problems. \fuat does this mean 
in terms of the most pressing current issue, that involving war and peace'l 
It means that the Soviet Union, despite various vacilations, is today more 

interested in disarmament than our pol.ciy-makers ind£cat.e~ First 'of all, 
the Soviet Union salE? it. wants disarmament, a statement the United states 



has been unwilling to make mtil 1961.For the Soviet Union, disarmament 
makes political and economic sense. Their people are restless for an end 
to the intolerable austerities of the Stalin era. The Russian economy is 
not large enough to spend on warfare and welfare (Russia's smaller budget 
allocates 15% to defense spending, while the far larger American one 
allocates 10%): thus disarmament of some kind is the only means by which 
Russia can better satisfy the material needs of its popubation. Further, 
the SOViet Union perceives the world-wide colonial revolution as leading to 
the end of capitalism, and wants to give more economic aid to those 
revolutions without the menace of thermonuClear war impending. Further, the 
RuSSian-Chinese debate suggests that the Chinese, not the RUssians, 
support colonial revolutions even at the immediate risk of world war. 

It is vehy hard, without the use of force, to encourage the development 
of skepticism, anti-war, or pro-democratic attitudes in the ~viet and 
commmist systems. America has done a gEeat deal to foment the easier, 
opposite tendency:suspicion,st alinism, and a IIhard ll nuclear policy. 
We have created a system of military alliances which are of even dubious 
deterrance value. It is quite reasonable to suggest the "Berlin" and ILaos" 
have become earth-shaking situations precisely because rival s,ystems of 
d9terrence make impossible the withdrawal of threat. The "status ttuo ll 

is not cemented by mutual threat but by mutual fear of receding from 
pugnacity--since the latter course would undermine the tlcredibility" of our 
deterring S,ystems. Simultaneously, while billions in military aid was 
propping up right-ldng Laotian, Formosan, Iranian, and o:bher regimes, 
American leadership never developed a purely political policy for offering 
concrete alternatives to the colonial revolutions. The resUlts have been: 
fulfillment of the Communist belief th&t capitalism is stagnant and only 
capable of defense by dangerous military adventurism; destabilizing 
incidents in numerous developing nations; an image of America allied with 
corrupt and Undemocratic oligarchies counterposed to the Russian-Chinese 
image of rapid, though brutal, economic deve~opment in less than half a 
century. Agamn and again, America mistakes the static area of defense, 
rather than the fiynamic area of development, as the master need of two
thirds of mankind. 

In a sense, the cha~ge of military aggressiveness might just as easil y 
be hung on America as on the Soviet regime. For thDoughout modern history, 
wi th the shaky exception of \Jorld 'Har II, Americans have attempted cnudely 
to exterminate the Soviets--from the invasion of Russia by the United States 
and other \'iestern nations at the time of the Bolshevik Revolution dOrm to 
the present day. At the root of our policies has been the attitude that 
Communism, being evil, could be exterminated by action of the Good: , 
nowhere is this better illustrated than in the popular theory that Uommunist 
China be kept from the family of nations while Chaing Kai Shek prepares for 
his quixotic return. This i6 representative of the domestic attitude that, 
while no one is sure of the long-range outcome, we will "muddle through" 
because we are the United States of America. The stymie at home, the 
multiple threats abroaa: these will be overcome II somehow." President 
Kennedy's description of the Cold ''Jar as a "long twilight struggle" is seen 
as an apt and profound image, not as a sign of a policy without teleology, 
without a sound estimate of what will be happening in the world during the rest 
of the 20th Century, without a set of ultimate values defined in t,onfl~ 1'~1eval1t 
to the immediate and approaching human experience. 

The celabnat.erl Am.ari.ca.n innonenca remains. 



The Discrimination Problem 

Our America ix still is white. 

Consider the plight, statistically, of its greatest nonconf~rmists, the 
"nonwhitesll'a Bensus Bureau word). 

1. Litera~. One of every four "nonwhitesll is functionally illiterate; 
halfaunot complete elementary school; one in five IlfKXIDnfU1UiXIliCXnDGUfUK 
finishes hie;h school or better. But one in t't-leni:r whites is functionally 
illiterate; four of five finish el~. school; half go throueh high school or 
better. 

2.Sala:z In 1959 a "nonvlhite" Horker 'CiTould expect to averarre !~2,844 ann~ 
ly; a "nonmite" family, including a college-educated father, could expect to 
make ~:;5,654 collectively. But a white 'Vl0rker could expect :;~4,487 if he wonced 
alone; with a college degree and a family of helpers he could expect ~>7 ,37 3 
(the approximate 1:2 pay ratio has remained substantially the same, 1"1ith the 
exception of the Horld l'Tar II Boom, for generations) 

3. Work Hore than half of all IInom·1hi tes" 'Vlork at laboring or service 
jobs, includ:i.ng one-fourth of those with college degrees; one in 20 l'lorks in 
professi')nal or managerial capacity. Fewer that one in five of all 1-ihites are 
latoring or service workers, including one in every 100 of the college-educatedi 
one in four is in professional or l~nagerial work. 

4. Unemployment Within the 1960 labor force (about 72 million, including 
five miilion unemployed), one of every 10 "nom-tlites" was unerr:plcyed. Only 
one of every 20 whites suffered that condition. 

5. Housing The census classifies 57 ~Jercent of all "nonwhi te" houses 
subs'£al'ldard. Of l.fhite houses, 27 percent are substandard. 

Even against this backGround, some vull say progress is being made. 
'ilie facts bely it, hO"l-Iever, i unless it is assumed that America has 
another 100 years to solve her "race problem". Others, more pompous, will 
blame the situation on "those people's inability to pick themselves Upll, not 
understanding the automatic way in which the American system is racist. 
The one-party system in the SotJ.th. attached to the Dixiecrat-Republican complex 
nationally, cuts off the NeLro' s hope for real political expression and rep
resen·::'ation., The fa.c:t cf economic de}endence on the white, Hi th little labor 
union protection, cue.s off tl1e HeGro ' s inc.tpendent pO\':Gl'S as a citizen. 
DiscriIzd.nation in f)mployr,lent, along Hith labor's acccrr.;)o.[.t.icn to 1I1ily .. wh:l. te" ',. 
hirinG pract:_S8S, gu.a~.';:ll1":.ees the lowest slot in the GCO'1<.:!n~T to the f1 nomlhi tell. 
North or South, t.hes'.3 oppressed are conditioned by t:1E:.l .... ~.nberitance and thejr 
surroundings to ezr,-ect more of the same: in housing, schools, recreation, trave 
all their potentia.l. is circumscribed, thwarted, and ofta;:: extinguished. Automat 
ion grinds up job opportuniM.es, and ineffective or ncr-existent retrainjng 
programs makes tre alrea(:y-hal1dicap~)ed "nonlJhite lt even less equipped to 
pe.rticipate in "technological p:r ')gress". 

Horatio Alger Americans ty)ically believe that the IInomrhi tesll are 
gradually being lIaccepted ll and "rising". They see more NeGroes on television 
and so assume that Necroes are "better off" .. They hear th3 President talking D 
about NeGroes and so assume they are politically repre[;ented. They are aware of 
black peoples in the United Nations aE.d so assume that nen are much more toler.!l 
these days. They don't drive through the South, or throne;h the slum al'eas of th 
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so they assume that squalor is disappearing. They express generalities about 
"time and gradualiSlll" to hide the fact that they don't know what is happening. 

The advancement of the Negro and the other "nonwhites" iB America !-.as not 
been altogether by means of the crusades of liberaliSlll, but rather through 
unavoidable changes in social structure. The economic pressures of World 'm 
II opened new jobs, ne't1 mobility, new insights to Southern Negroes, who 
then began great'ugrations from the South to the bigger urban areas of the 
North where their absolute wage was greater, though unchanged in relation to 
the whiteman in the same stratum. More important,· than the World War II openings 
was the colonial revolution. The worldwide upsurge of dark peoples against 
white colonial exploitation stirred the aspiration and created urgency 

among the Negroes of America. At the sa~ time it threatened the power 
structure of the United States enough to conceed gains to the Negro, thus spurr
his spirit. Produced by outer pressure from the newly-aoving peoples rather 
than by the internal conscience of American government, the gains were keyed 
to improving, lithe .American image" more than to reconstructing a society that 
proJJPered on top of its minorities. Thus C8!t. :the historic Supreme Court 
decision of 1954, desegreGating (theoretically) Southern schools. That the 
decision was more a proclamation thana harbinger of social ehange is reflected 
in the fact that only a fraction of Southern school districts have desegreGated
and federal officials have done very little to hasten the x;:r\ ';.ess. 

It has been said that the Kennedy Administration did more in two years 
than the Eisenhower Admj.nistra tion did in eight, Of this t)lere can be no 
doubt--but it is analogous to comparing a whisper to silence when humanity 
demands foreefulness in statement and deed. Kennedy lept ahead of the Eisebhower 
record when he made his second reference to the race problem; Eisenhower did 
not utter a meaningful public statement until his last month in office when 
he mentioned the "blemish" of bigotry. 

To avoid conflict With the Dixiecrat-Republican alliance, Kennedy has 
developed a civil rights philosophy of lIenforcement, not enactment", implying 
that existing statutory tools are sufficient to change the lot of the Nacre. 
So far he has employed executive power usefully to appoint Negroes to various 
offices, and seems actively i~terested in seeing the Southern Negro registered 
to vote'although be ,has appointed a racist judge in Uississippi and seelllS 
disinclined to support voter registration' unless pressured). While campaign-
ing the President criticised the Eisenhower administration for not signing a 
federal order forbidding the use of public funds in building houses-but since 
his election, the promised ho~ing order has several times been delayed so as to 
avoid conflicts. Only tlro civil rights bills, one to abolish the poll tax in 
five states and another to prevent unfair use of literacy tests in registration, 
have been proposed--Kennedy giving active public support to neither'the more 
important, that involvine literacy tests, was cl!ushed in the Senate). The 
Administration is decidetUy IIcoolll(a phrase of Robert Kennedyts) toward arry 
mass nonviolent movement in the South, though by the support Qf racist 
Dixiecrats the Administration makes impossih1e gradual action through 
conventional channels. 1he Federal Bureau of Investigation in the Sout h is 
composed of Southerners: their intervention in situations of IIracial tension" 
is ab-Jays after the inCident, not before. Kennedy has refused to "enforce" the 
legal prepogative to keep federal marshals active in Southern areas before, dur
ing and after any "situationslt( this would invite Negroes to exercise their right[ 
and it would infuriate the Southerners in Congress because of its "insulting" 
features} 

'\fuile ax corrupt politician~, together ,dth business int.erests happy 'With 
the absense of organized labor in Southern states and with the 150 billion 
in profits that results from pqing the Negro half a 'Wbi te wage", stymie or 
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slow fundamental progress, what occurs among the people at large? While 
hungry "nonwhites" the world around assume rightful dominance, the American 
~ights to keep integrated housing out of the suburbs. While a fully 
interracial lrl0rld becomes a biological probability, the American persists in 
opposing marriage betlreen the races. While whole cultures gradually inte~ 
penetrate, w:1ite America is ignorant still of nomdlite Atnerica-and openly, 
if necessary, glad of it. The white lives aLnost completely'tdthln his 
im:~1ediate, close-up uorld where things are tolerable, there ,;re no Negroes 
except on the bus corners Boing to and from 'trlork, and where it is im;,Jortant tl 
dau[llter marry flriCht". \'Jhite, like might, makes right. 

Not knowing the ltnonwhite", hOl-rever, the white knows something less than 
himself. Not comfortable around "different people tl , he reclines in whiteness 
instead of preparing for diversity. Refusing to yield objective social 
freedom. to the "nonwhite", the white loses his personal, subjective freedom 
by turning away from "all these damn causes". 

But the right to refuse service to anyone is no longer reserved to the 
Americans. The minority groups, internationally, are changing place. 
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A t the End of an Era 

1rJhen loVe were kids the United States was the strongest country in the vrorld: 
the only one tnth the atom bomb, the least scarred, the only major country 
outouched by modern vlar, the wealthiest and boomingnest country, anct c~ 
entering a United Nations which vIDuld distribute American and British 
influence throughout the world. As VIe gre't-T and )erceived ~lOre, our country's 
virtue was denuded: the ugliness began to show, sometimes glaringly, sometimes 
imerceptibly. Host concret.ely, it t<JaS there in the alliance uith the old 
colonialists as the nell revolutionaries were emerging in Asia, Africa and 
Latin America. The denuding, however, was the result of our hard efforts to 
see, not of America's desire to ShOH herself. The uc;liness l-TaS observed; 
A~erica did not introspect, although it became fashionable to examine national 
purposes. Almost as if the truths about America were too much to bear, 
many turned to concentration on image, on posture, on outer relations rather 
than on inner reall ties. 

t"J'e have tried to deSCribe t·rhat our observatidms led us to conclude. America 
is lokked in a world crisis. The dimensions of crisis are huge and ne1>1: the 
menace of thermonuclear war, over-populetion, international anarchy, the 
demise of ancien regime before new rac1icalism, supertechnoloC}1" altering the 
relation of man to man, man to 'Hark, man to CO"!1Illuntty. Instead of trying to 
understand and abate the crisis, Americar. . economic and mili t[ ry elites, uith 
the ratification of the politicians and the indirect reinforcement of the 
communications, advertising and educational systems, }lave contributed to its 
aggravation. 

Domestically, the militarizating of society, the stalemated and unrepresent
ative Congress, the domination of major corporations, the mimicry of convention 
by churhces, schools and the mass media, all inc.uce a severe sense of apathy 
into the national life, a glaze above anxieties. The apthy is not contentment 
amidst prosperity, as opinion-formers l-Tould have us believe. A capitalist 
prosperity mreates anxiety, the anxiety 't~hich can find no outlet save in "more 
of the same", and it is this sense of "m')re of the same", the closed room, the 
giant ratrace effect of, modern society, that brings on real apathy, real, 
developed indifference to human affairs. The fact that each individual sees 
apathy in his fellows perpetuates tl~ common reluctance to organize for change. 
The dominant insti tu tions in society are complex enough to whi'ther most potentia: 
critics, so there are few charismatic proponents of change. The same iiBstitutio; 
are so monstrous that they swiftly dissipate or repel the energies of protest ad 
and reform, limittng human expectancies. 

Then, t.oo, we are a materially str~nger society, a fact that in it s 
implication of success carries l-Jith it the implication of stagnction. By our 
own exy>ansion we seem to have diminished the case for still more change. 

Beneath ehe eJ..'Pressed notion that America will "get by somehowll , beneath the 
helplessness of those H10 are convinced that the world l'ull soon blow up, be
neath the stacnation of those who close their minds to the future, is the rare~
articulated feeling thtit tlere are no alternatives to the present. Feeling the 
press of complexity upon the emptiness of life, people are very fearful of the 
thought that at any moment things will thrust out of control. They are fearful 
of "change itself, since change might sma,sh uhatever invisible frameuork 
seems to ~old back chaos for them now • .1.'01" most Americans, all crusades are 
suspect. L'or some, the only crusade that is not suspect is that of t.he 
reactionaries, going backwards to consolidate Old America from the modern fates 
that seem to beset her. Curiously, contemporary anxiet,r produces not only 
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Susp1c1on, but its opposite as well, the yearning to believe there is 
an alternative, that something can be done to improve circumstances;-The push 
and pull betlreen sus:)icion of change and desire for change, between dogmatics 
and radicalism, is the restless force, and perhaps the d~~c force, in 
Americans today. 

It is the faith that alternatives exist, and can be discc'V~red, that must 
move men. The grasp of human values, of the nature of man, of the makeup of 
modern society, is the urgent task before reformers. What do we ourselves bele: 
what should lie urge others to believe, and ho't-l s:lall we organize to make our 
values operate in human affairs'l 

The ease for Values 

}~king values explicit--tllat is, creating and defending a V1S10n 
of what ought to be--is a task that has been devalued and undervalued. The conI 
ventional moral terms of the age, the politician moralities--"free world II , "pe~ 
pIe I s de~il0cracies"--renedt realities poorly, if at all, and seem to function 
more as ruline myths than as descriptive principles. But neither has our 
experience in the universities gained us moral enlightenment-the old 
promise that krio't1'ledge and increased rationality would liberate society seems 
hoihlo't-T. Our professors and administrators sacrifice controversy to public 
relations; their curriculums change more slowly -than the living events of the 
world; their skills and silence are purchased by investors in the arms race; Pi 
sion is ruled unscholastic. ~e questions we might want raised--i~at is really 
imprtant? can we live in a better way than tlhis way? vJhat should iTe regard as 
beautiful?--are not questions of a ".fruit.ful, empirical nature I! , and thus are 
brushed aside. 

Unlike youth in other countries weare accustomed to mroal leadership bei 
exercised and moral dimensions being clarified by our elders. But today the 
preachments o.f the past seem inadequate to the .forms o.f the present. 
Consider the old liberal and socialist slogans: Capitalism Cannot Reform itse 
United Against Fascism, General Strike, All Out on May Day. Or, more 
recently, NO Cooperation l-lith Co~nies and Fellow Travellers, Ideologies Are 
Exhausted, Bipartisanship, No Utopias. These are incomplete, and there are 
.few nevl prophets. 



It has been said that our liberal and socialist predecessors were 
plagued by vision without program, while our generation is plagued 
by progr8J}l without vision. There is today astute grasp of method, 
technique--the committee, the ad hoc group, the lobbyist, the hard 
and soft sells, the make, the image projected--but, if pressed criti
cally, such expertise is inccmpetent to explain its unstated ideals. 

~ivl It is highly fashionable to identify oneself by old categroies, or 
by naming a respected political figure, or by explaining "how we 
would vote" on various issues. 

Theoretic chaos has replaced idealistic thinking--and, unable to re
establish theoretic onter, men have condemned idealism itself. The 
retreat from ideals and utopias is in face one of the defining features 
of social life in America. The reasons are various: the older dreams 
of the left were perverted by Stalinism and never recreated; the 
congressional stalemate makes men limit their definitions of "the 
possible;" the specialization of activity leaves no place for sweeping 
thought; the very horrors of the twentieth century, notably the gas
ovens and concentration camps and atom bombs, have blasted hopefulness 
and ushered in the mood of despair. To be hopeful is bo be considered 
apocalyptic, deluded. To have no aspiration, on the contrary, is to 
be considered "tough-minded. 1I 

In suggesting socail goals and theories, therefore, we are aware of 
entering a realm of disrepute. Perhaps matured by the past, we have 
no sure formulas, no closed theories--but that does not mean values 
are beyond discussion and tentative determination. \1e are convinced 
that a first task of any new social movement is to convince people 

)n¥ that the search for orienting theories and the creation of human values 
?eo~ are both possible and worth while. We propose that the world is not 
n too complex, our knowledge not too limited, our time not so short, as 

to prevent the systematic building of a structure of theory, one for man 
and about man. The inner thoughts of men and appreciative communicating 

3 between men can be regenerated. Men can integrate their confused 
sentiments and discrete nQtions, becoming creators and self-makers, 

~ rather than pitiful, buffeted things unable to understand the forces 
pa~ that control. 

ly 
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Our social goals involve conceptions of man, human relationships, and 
social systems. 

We regard Man as infinitely precious and infinitely perfectible. In 
a firming these prinCiples we are countering perhaps the dominant· 
conceptions of man in the twentieth century: that he is a thing to 
be manipulated, and that he is inherently incapable of directing his own 
affairs. We oppose the desersonalization that reduces human beings to 
the status of things, and we regrad it as a preface to irresponsibility; 
if anything, the brutalities of the twentieth century teach that means 
and ends are intimately related, that vague appeals to llposterityll 
cann9t justify the mutilition of the presnet. we oppose, too, the 
notion of human incompetence because it rests essentially on the 
modern fact that men have been manipulated into incompetence; 



we see little reason why men cannot meet with increasing skill the 
complexities and responsibilities of their situation, society is organizied 
not for minority, but for majority, participation in decision-making. 

Men r~ve infinite potential for self-cultivation, self-direction, 
self-understanding, and creativity. It is this potential that we 
regard as crucial and to which we appeal, not to the huamn potentiality 
for violence, unreason, and submission to authority. The goal of man 
and society should be human independence: a concern not with image 
of popularity but with finding a meaning in life that is personally 
authentic; a quality of mina not compulsively driven by a sense of 
powerlessness, nor one which unthinkingly adopts status values, nor 
one which represses all threats to its habits, but one which has full, 
spontaneous access to present and past experiences, one which easily 
unites the fragmented parts of personal history, one which openly faces 
problems which are troubling and unresolved; one with an intuitive 
awareness of possibilities, an active sense of curiousity, an, ~~i1ity 
and willingness to learn. 

This kind of independence does not mean egoistic individualism--the 
object is not to have one's way so much as it is to have a way that 
is one I s own. Nor do we deify man--we merely have faith in his 
potential. 

Human relationships should involve fraternity and honesty. Human 
interdependence is contemporary fact; human brotherhood must be willed 
however, as a condition of future survival and as the most appropriate form 
of social relations. Personal links between man and man are needed, 
especially to go beyond the partial and fragmentary bonds of functior. 
~hat bind men only as worker to worker, employer to employee, teacher 
to student, American to Russian. 

Loneliness, estrangement, isolation describe the vast distance between 
man and man today. These dominant tendencies cannot be overcome by 
better personnel management, nor by improved gadgets, but only when 
a love of man by man overcomes the idolotrous worship of things by man. 

As the individualism we affirm is not egoism, the selflessness we 
affirm is not self-elimination. On the contrary, we believe in sacrifice 
of a kind that imprints one's unique individual qualities in the 
relation to other men, and to all human activity. Further, to dislike 
isolation is not to favor the abolition of privacy; the latter differs 
from isolation in that it occurs or is abolished according to individual 
will. Finally" we would replace power and personal uniqueness rooted 
in possession, privilege, or circumstance by power and uniqueness 
rooted in love, reflectiveness, reason, and creativity. 

As a social system we seek the establishment of a participatory 
democracy, govenned by two central aims: that the individual share in 
those social decisions deter.mL~ing the quality and direction of his 
life; that society be organized to encourage independence in men and 
provide the media for their common part~cipation. 

30 
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In a participative community, social decision-making is carried on not 
through private groupings but through public ones. The political 
experience is not viewed as separate and "lower" than other private 
experiences, nor are the instruments of politics mere tools by which 
man defends himself from his fellows. Rather, the political life 
involves men commonly engaged in the art of creating an acceptable 
pattern of social relations and arrangements. Political life should 
be a necessary, though not sufficient, part of the toaal experience 
by which men find meaning in their personal and collective life and by 
which they establish a society to meet their collectively-determined 
needs. PolitiCS, therefore, is the effort to clarify and solve 
problems facing the community. Institutionally, it should provide 
outlets for the expression of personal grievance and aspiration, 
opposing views should be organized so as to illuminate choices and 
facilitate the attainment of goals, channels should be commonly avail
able to relate men to knowledge and to power so that private problems-
from bad recreatiVe facilities to personal alienation--are formulated 
and considered as general issues. 

Violence is an abhorrent form of social interchange. vfe seek, through 
participative community, to prevent elite control of the means of 
violence, but more importantly, to develop the institutions--local, 
national, international--that encourage and guarantee nonviolence as a 
condition of conflict. 

As political life doev not make power the incentive to political action 
in a participatory democracy, the economic life should involve incentives 
worthier than money or survival, such as creative satisfaction and 
personal growth from work. Uith the political experience, the economic 
one is of such relevance that the individaul must share in its j 
determination. His work, both present and future, should be educative, 
not stultifying; creative, not mechanical; self-directed, not 
manipulated. Around this experience men invariably will come to form 
their habits, their perceptions, their social ethics. It is imperative 
that work encourage independence, respect for others, a sense of dignity 
and a willingness to accept social responsibilities. Again, as with 
politics, the economy is of such social importance that its major 
resources and means of production should be open to democratic participa
tion and subject to democratic social regulation. Private enterprise 
is not inherently imm;oral or undemocratic--indeed, it may at times 
contribute to offset .elitist tendencies--but where it decisively affects 
the society's functioning it should be democratically responsible to 
the needs and aspirations of society, not to the private interests of 
profit and productivity. 

As with the political and economic spheres, all parts of a participa-
tory cemocracy should have as a goal the fullest development of in
dependence and social responsibilityh in the individual. A) The 
educational system should impart a sense of common human culture 
§hrough the liberal arts and technical studies, as well as one or 
more specialized skills for each student. The measure of university 
greatness should not lie in the quantity of buildings, athletes, fraterni
ties and sororities, but in the quality of independence and control which 
characterizes the teachers and students who actually participate in the 
educational precess. The goal is neither specialized robots nor dis
passionate eclecticj.sm, but human beings with values and skills sufficient 
to live fully in the world. B) Prisons, mental health institution, and 
hospitals should be direc'~d to rehabnjt,ation and restoration rather than 
to 



c) 
to punishment or aggravation of human problems.j}linimum needs in food 

and housing, or in case of debilitating accident,.should be met by society 
for each of its members. D) Systems of transportation and communications 
should be shaped according to human need, not according to efficiency 
or profitability [. J.oe. E) The creative arts should be given high importance 
in human experience, and should be promoted by the ~mole society. 

In all areas the society's iQl!X; goal should be to guarantee equality 
of opportunity, and the basic freedoms to think and communicate. To make 
these freedoms and opportunities for participation appealing, societies 
should seek eventual decentralization as a principle in political and 
economic life. 

~at Is Ne~ 

Ho,,! to end the Cold vJax-? How to increase democracy in America? These 
arethe decisive issues confronting liberal and socialist forces today. To 
us, the issues are intimately related, the struggle for one invariably being 
a struggle for the other. llhat policy and structural alterations are needed to 
obtain these ends? 

1. Un.i..v:..e_rsal __ contro_lled dis~nt lIlust __ r~...E..~ce_c!.~t_e.IT.efl_ce, and _~:r:!ll.!! 
controUf!.. the _nati~na1 . <!.efellJlI goal. The strategy of mutual threat 
can only temporar~ prevent ther.monuclear war, and it cannot but erode 
democratic institutions here while consolidating oppressive institutions 
in the Soviet Union. Yet American leadership, while giving rhetorical due 
to the ideal of disarmament, persists in accepting mixed deterrence as its 
policy formula: under Kennedy we have seen first-strike and second-strike 
"leapons, counter-military and counter-population intentions, tactical 
atomic ~leapons and guerilla warriors, etc. The convenient rationalization 
that our "veapons £O.~Ul'£.:L will confuse the enemy into fear of misbehaviing 
is absurd and threatening. Our Oi'ffi intentions, once clearly retaliatory, 
are now ambiguoussincethe President has indicated we might in certain 
circumstances be the first to use nuclear ueapons. lJe can.expect that 
Russia ~r.ill become more anxious herself, and perhaps even prepare to I1pre
empt 11 us, and "Ie (expecting the \'fOrst from the Russians) will nervously 
consider "pre-emptlhn" ourselves. The symmetry of threat and counter-threat 
leads not to stability but to the edge of hell. 

It is necessary that America make disar.mament, not nuclear'deterrence, 
"credible ll to the Soviets and to the world. That is, disarmament should 
be continually avowed as a national goal; concrete plans should be presented 
.lltilt at conference tables; real machinery for a disarming and disarmed world-
national and international--should be created ~mile the disarming process 
itself goes on. The long=standing idea of unilate:r:.¥ ir~Jti_~tJ..Y_~ should 
be implemented as a basic feature of American disarmament strategy: initiati 
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that are graduated in their risk potential, accompanied by invitations to rec
~rocation, done regardless of reciprocation, openly planned for a significant 
period of future time. Their function should. not be to strip America of weapons, 
but to induce a climate in which disarmament can be discussed with less mutual 
hostility and threat. They might include: a unUateral nuclear test mora.torium, 
withdrawal of several bases near the Soviet U::licn, proposals to experiment in 
di8~~~nt by stabilization of zonea of controversy; cessntion of all ~pparent 
first-sG~ike preparations, such as the development of 41 Polaris by 1963 while 
Naval theorists state that "about 45" constitutes a provaca.tive force; mviting 
a special United Nations ag~ncy to observe and inspect the launchings of all 
American flig1:lts into outer space; and numerous others. 

There is no simple formula for the content of an actual disarmament treaty. 
It should be phased: pe-rhaps on a reg10n-by-r~gion basis, the conventional 
weapons first. It should be conclusiKe, not open-ended, in its projection. It 
should be controlled: national inspection syste:ns are aciequs.te at first, but 
should be soon replaeed by internationl devices and teams. It should be more 
than de:mding: ",orld or at leas-'v regional enforcement agencies, an international 
civil service and inspection service, and other supranational groups must come 
into reality under the United Nations. 

2. Di§~nt should be seen as a political issue, not a technical 
problem. Should this year's Geneva negotiations haveresulted . (by magic) in a 
disarmament agreement, the United States Senate would have refused to ratify 
it, a domestic depression would have begun instantly, and every fiber of American 
life would be wrenched drastically: these are indications not only of our 
unpreparedness for disarmament, but also that disarmament is not @justanother 
policy shift". Disarmament means a deliberate shift in most of our domestic and 
foreign policy. 

a. It will involve major changes in economic direction. Government inter
vention in new areas, government regulation of certain industrial p~ice and 
investment practises to prevent inflation, full use of national productive 
capaCities, and employment for every person in.a dramatically expending economr= 
all are to be expected as the"price" of peace. 

b. It will invlve the simultaneous creation of international rule-making 
and enforcement machinery be~ under the United Nations, and the gradual 
transfer of sovereignties--such as national armies and national determination 
of "international"'law---to such machinery. 

c. It will involve the initiation of an explicitly political--as opposed 
to military---foreign policy on the part of the two major superstates. Neither has 
formulated the political terms in which they would conduct their behavior in a 
disarming or disarmed world. Neither dares to disarm until such an linderstanding 
is reaChed. 

3. A crucial feature of this political understanding must be the 
acceptance of status guo passessions. This will be primarily an American 
task and an unpleasant one. All present national entities--including North 
Viet Nam, North Korea, East Germany and Communist China--should be bw ught into 
the United Nations as sovereign, no matter how undesirable, states. RusSia 
cannot be expected to aegotiate disarmament treaties fQ!: the Chinese ~ We should 
not feed Chines fanaticism with ourreactionary encirclement but Chinese bellies 
with the aim of making war contrary to Chinese policy interests. EverydE.y that 
we support anti:communist tyrants but refuse to even allow the Chinese communists 
renresentation in the UN marks a greater separation of our ideals and our actions, 
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Second, We should recognize that a military, expansionist West 
Germa.ny insisting on re-unification only generates German nationalism 
and frightens the Soviets 'Who have understandable reason to suspect 
Germanic intnetions. President Kennedy himself told the editor of Izvestia 
that he fears an independent Germany with nuclear weapons, but American 
policies have not demonstrated cognizance of the tact that Channcellor 
Adenauer seeks continued East-West tension aferthe Berlin problem precisely 
because a relaxation would threaten German aspirations to became an independent 
nuclear power. As recently as 1958 it appeared tha.t the long stalemate over 
Berlin was being solved. The West had hot met Khruschev' s demand for recognition 
East Germany and _ the end to West GeDJlan re-armament, but the four Western IIW:l~I:l~-c;;eJrl. 
had agreedto reduce the number of SOidiel!'s in Berlin" to store no nuclear 
weapons there, and to stop using the city' as a propaganda and spy center inside 
the Soviet world. The "spirit of Camp David" evolved--but then Western policy 
inexplicably changed to a no-concession attitude. This was followed by a mil-
i tant speech by Khnuschev, then by the U-2 flight, Western Denials, Khruschev*s 
exposure of pilot Powers, then WeStern affimation of the flight and, finally, 
the collapse of the S~t that might have come to conclusions about Berlin. 

A world war over Berlin would be absurd. Anyone concurring with such 
a proposition should demand tqat the West cease its contradictory advocacy of 
"reuinification of Genuany through free elections" and "a rearmed Germany in 
NATO". It is madne~s to ass.~ Russia will hand over East Germany so that 
a rearmed, reunit~German state will enter the llestern Camp1.1. Further, we UUJL-"''''LLV'''' 

should not welcOiDe the ex1stence of a West German deterrent, either independent 
or NATO-l1l'1ked"oil1y one generation after the deteat of the NAZis. 

•.. 'A8f~rSer;t1n1t8eIf' ~ Russia. cannot expect the United States to tol
erate itscapt~b7tm,4eOadent Ulbricht re-gime, but neither can America 
expect...to··-USe-.BerllJ1-within-East Ge;rma.ny as a fortress within the communist 
'WOrld indefinitely. The Berlin problem cannot be solved without a radical 
change in Berlin itself', either thto ugh internationalization or literal 
transplantation or other similar means. 

k Third, national self-determination should be advocated by both power blocs 
as the only sensible, prinCiple of governmet and national development at the 
present time. Though defied by American support of unpopular dictators and" W 
Russian totalitarianism, even lip-service advocacy of self-determination would . 
make revolution-from.without less a threat in Asia, Africa and Latin America, and 
might establish prec~ents toward international order. 

Finally, the United Nations must be accepted as the best arbiter of dil:Jp\lL'" 

and agency of orderly 'WOrld development. This perhaps will be more distasteful 
to the Russians than to the Americans-as it means the rejection of the IItroika It 
principle of government, whiih considerably obstructs'the conduct of nations. 
Both the Russians and the Americans, presumably, will find the attenUation 
spvereignty palatable only if it increases their security--therefore the need 
for acceptaile international institutions to grow while armaments redeed. 
The United States should always attempt to channel negotiation through the UN. 
It should take the lead in respecting the Charter proviSion that 
all defense and regional agencies shall report to the Security Council 
regularly on their activities, thus establishing the principle if not the pract 
of UN authority. The United States should lead ~ creating international rules t 
the American withdrawal in 1953 from the UN effort to draft a Covenang oil 
Human Rights should be reversed here and now. The United States should advocate 
the admiSsion of all states to the UN, recognizing (as it does not recognize now) 
that the mpreoppressive the state the more important that it be engaged into the 
UN apparatus. The Security Council, with the addition of India and China, could 
beomce a permanent summit of foreign ministers--if the United States desires. 
1JIh .. YUU"'t. 1IIl1st. be forealam increasingly": "~tangling alliances" today are a 
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condition of world peace. 

. 4. ~riments in disengagement and demilitari.zation must be 
conducted as part of the total disarming process. These Ildisarmament experiments" 
can be of several kinds, so long as they are consistent with the principles of 
containing thearms race and isolating specific sectors of the world from the 
Cold 'trlar powerplay. First, it is imperative that no more nations be supplied with 
or locally produce atomic weapons. A 1959 report of the National AcadeIr.7 of 
Arts and Sciences predicted that 19 nations would be so armed in the near future. 
Should this prediction be fulfilled, the prospects of war would be unimaginably 
expanded. For this reason the United States, Great Britain and the SOviet Union 
should lbind against Franc (which wants its own independent deterrent) and seek, 
tl:rough United Nations or other machinery, the effective prevention of the spread 
of atomic weapons. This would involve Dot only declarations of "denuclearization" 
in whole areas of Latin America, Africa, Asia and Europe, but would attempt 
to create inspection machinery to guarantee the peaceful use of atomic energy. 

Seccnd, the United States should reconsider its increasingly outmoded 
European defense framework, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Since its 
creation in 1949, NATO has assumed increased strength in overall determination 
of Western military policy, gut has become less and less relevent to its original 
purpose, which was the defense of central Europe. To be sure, after the 
Czech coup of 1948 it might have appeared that the Soviet Union was on the ,verge 
of a rulk-scale assault on Europe. But thatonslaught has not materialized, not so 
much because of NATO's existence but because of' '. the general unimportance 
of much of central Europe to the Soviets. Today, when even American-based ICBMs 
could smash Russia minutes after an invasion of Europe, when the Soviets have 
no reason to embark on such an invasion, and when "thllW sectors" are desperately 
needed to brake the arms race, one of the least threatening but most promising 
courses for America would be toward the gradual diminishment of the NATO force, coup 
led with the negotiated "disengagement" of parts of central Europe. It is especially 
crucial that thhis be done while America is entering into favorable trade relations' 
with the European Economic Community: auch a gesture, oombining economic a.JIIb,ition w 
with less dependence on the military, would demonstrate the ldnd of competitive 
"coexistence tl America intends to codduct with the communist-bloc nations. 
If the disengaged states were the two Germanies, Poland and Czechoslovakia, 
several other benefits would accrue. First, the United States would be breaking 
with the lip-service commitment~ to "liberation" of Eastern Europe which 
tlas contributed so much to Russian fears and inteansigence, wilile doing too little 
about actual liberation. But the end of "liberation" as a proposed policy would ~ 
signal the end of American concern for the oppressed in East Europe. On the contrar 
disengagement would be a real, rather than a rhetorical, effort to ease military 
tensions, thus undermining the Russian argument for tighter controls in East 
Europe based on the "menace of capitalist encirclement". 'Ibis policy, geared to the 
needs of democratic elements in theaatellites, would develop a real bridge between 
East and "vest across the two most pro-vIe stern Russian satellites. fhe Russians 
in the past have indicated same interest in such a plan, including the demilit
arization of the Warsaw Pact countries. Their interest should be publicly tested. 
If disengagement could be aChieved, a major zone could be removed from the Cold 
Har, the German problem would be materially diminished, and the Beed for NATO 
would diminish, and attj.tudesfavorable to disarming would be generated. 

Needless to say, these proposals aremuch different than what is currently 
being practised and praised. American military strategists are slowly aoceeding to 
the NATO demand for an independent deterrent, based on the fear that America might 
not defend Ji)l,rope from military attack. These tendencies strike jSl t the opposite 
Chords in Russia than those 'Which would be stlll'lck by disengagement themes: the 
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chords of military alettness, based on the fese that NATO(bulwarked by the 
German Hermacht) is preparing to attack Eastern Europe of the Soviet Ut)j.on. 
Thus the al.a.rm which underlies the NATO proposal 'for an independent deterrent 
is likely itself to b~ing into existence t~l., , i"e17 Russian posture that was the 
original cause of fear. Art1aments spiral and belligerence will carry the day, not 
disengagement and negotiation. 

The Ind.ust1j.al1zation of the World 

Man1'.Americans are prone, to think of industrialization of the 
newly-developingnations as a :mOdern form of American noblessE!" undertaken 
sacrificiall.1' :tor thebenetitot others. On the contrary, the task of world 
insdatrializs.tion, ot.l.1JD:1natin& the, disparity between have and have-not nation, 
is as important as an.y. issue taclns America. The colonial revolution signals 
the end of an era for the old WeeteJ:'tl po_re, and a time of new beginnings for 
moist of the people of the eart. In the oourse of these upheavals, many problems 
will emerge: American policies.t be revised Or accelerated in several ways. 

tral feat~s 
this w.ill . ; .. i1l the of juvenile ua..""""~""''''''~'''''''''''''U 
realistic goal than is a world of nuclear stalemate. Some will sa;y this is 
hopefuJ. beyond all bounds! but to us it is far better to have positive 'DBx 
than a "hard Headed ll resignation. Some will sympathize, but claim it is impossible 
if so, then we, not Fate, are the responsible ones, for we have themeans at our 
disposal. We should not give up the attempt for fear of the failure. 

. ar more capital and 
we now areas, serious prophets expect that two generations 

will pass before accelerating industrialism is a worldwide fact. The needs are 
numerous: every nation must build an ade~ate infrastructure(transportation, 
communication, land resources, waterways) for future industr~ growth; 
must be modernized, expanG.e1 in productiveness, and diversified; there must be 
industries suited to the rapid development of differing raw materials and other 
~esources; education must begin on a continuing basis for everyone in the society, 
8apecially including engineering and technical training; technical assistance from 
ou.tside sources must be adequate to meet present and long-term needs; atomic power 
plants must spring up to make electrical energy available. With America's idle 
productiVe capacity, it is possible to begin this process immediately without 
changing our military allocations. This might cataqze a "peace race" since 
it w>ul.ddemand a response of such magnitude from the Soviet Union that ams 
spending and '!coexistence" spending would be<mlB strenuous, perhaps impossible, 
for the So"uets to car~ on simultaneously. 
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of private capital. The total amount required is far beyond the resources of 
. and philanthropic ceneerns. The new nations are suspicious, legitimately, 
foreign enterprises dominating their national life. World industrialization is too 

an undertaldng to be formulated or carried out by private interests. Foreign 
, ... , ... ".....,.... assistance is a national problem, requiring long range pl.ann).ng, integration 

other domestic and foreign pOlicies, and considerable public debate and analysis. 
the federal government should have pri.ma.ry responSibility inthis area.. 

who neecl , he un1mpeaehibly correct--now 
"-.... JL ........ .J.C must become practise. ~ vie should reverse the trend or aiding corrup .anti

regimes. To support dietators like Diem. while trying' to destroy ones lik 
will only enforce internationalC)'ll1cism a.bout American Pprinclplell, and is 

to lead to even more authoritarian anti-American revolUtions, eapecial.ly in 
America where we did not even consider foreign aid until CaStro had challenged 

status quo • vIe should end the distinction between communist hunger and anti-com-
III\o&U ........ hunger. To feed only anti-communists is to directlJ: tattenmen like Boun Oum, 

incur the wrath of real democrats, and to distort our ownsense'ot human values. 
musst cease seeing development in terms ot communilJlD..and ~t4l1sm. To tight 

iJJoD:tmUlt'li~lm by capitalism in the newly'-developing. ~~is toflindamentally misunderstan· 
international hatred of imperialism and colO(1iall._)~<tocontuse the needs of 
century industrial America with thoseot con~tiations. 

Quite fortunately, we are e~,a.W' .......:th;e.l1t:4lesian"e1ther or" foreiBn 
............... ".7 ult:i:matum, towards an unea~a.~"~/ .. >··~.~.".SII.I.~;·~t. 

". we really desire the end of tbe.Cold w.u-.tc·l1O:f~3¥;:",c_l~ome.n~nt--that 
.is the crreation of 'Whole blocs otnatl~'9~lrithgrowth and with :independ

trying to break outof the C~, w.i-.~~a't\1s •... ' 

98 Finall.y, while seeking <tisarmament asthe·".nti1nec~~t;#._ .$b~ shift 
from financial support of mUit&t7 regimes to support or n.liOn&l deve~t. 
Real security cannot be gainedby' propping up militari ci¢'enses. buton17tb.ulgh 
the hastening of political stability, economic growth, greater' >:l(;4,.:a,1 welfare,. 
omproved education. Military aid is temporary in nature, a ushoring up" measure that 
only postpones crises. In addltion,it tends to divert the allocation of the 
nation being defended to supplementary military spending (Pakistan I s budget is 
?O-percent orineted to defense measures) Sometimes it actually creates crisis 
situations, as in Latin America where we have contributed to the growth of national 
armies which are opposed generally to sweeping democratization. Finally, if we 
are really generous, it is harder for corrupt ogvernments to unfairly exploit 
economic aid-~especia.lly if it is so plentiful that the rulers cannot blame the 
Jbsense of real reforms on anything but their own power lust. ' 

5. The United States should be prepared to SUPl2,O.rt. authoritarian regimes. __ 
Where societies are with'1ut material goods, or an educated population,· our critic is sm~ 
of authoriatarianism should be constructive ones: that is, supportive of the revolutio 
ary processes bringing new peoples into radically new isocial situations. lie should 
acknowledge that democracy and freedom do not magically occur, but are consequences 
of historical development: ther~fore they cannot always be demanded, but facilitated, 
nurtured. Equally imPl'rtant, we should avoid the projection of distinctively 
Anglo-American democratic forms willy-nilly onto different oultures, e. g., Africa 
where there is little tradition of constitutionalism, but a dominaPt 
tradition of community consensus. Instead of democratic oapitalisms we should 
anticipate more or less authorta rian kinds of socialism in many of the emergent 
areas an4 offer our support in a non-doctrinaire manner(as it appears we now are 
doing in Guinea and Ghana). We shO'\'Jld not support authoritarianisms in 'Which a 
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minority are the economic and educational beneficiaries(as is the case with 
many countries in Latin America)because only mass participation in struggles 
against poverty and illiteracy will bring about the conditions of a CleIIlOCra"tac;;. 
social order. These distinctions are not thorough, but they point to a major 
intellectual task, the development of a reasonable theor,y to justify the 
of certain authoritarianisms, and how to measure the quality of progress 
authoritabian rule. I-Jhat is the terminal point beyond which we will not 
suppression of D:i:i: civil liberties? How can Western democracy be applied to 
revolutionary or even stable situations in different cultures, and how not? 
and other questions confront the whole tradition of democratic theo~ a 
challenging" not a subversive, wa,y. 

the UU.L I#'I:O'U. 

a democracy is not simply a communist propaganda trick, but an objectively 
justi!ial:-le phenomenan. If respect for democracy is to be international, 
the significance of democracy must emanate from American shores, nob from the 
"soft sell" of the United States Information Agency. 

8. Fore n aid should bo given throgh international agencies 
prima .~ e . ons. nee 18 e na po c 
'£0 the extent p08S!6Ie, from economio development. The use of international 
agoncies, with interests transcending those of Amerioan or Russian 
is the feasible means of liOrking on sound developnent. Seoond, internatio 
tion will allow more long-range planning, integrate development plans "'''',olQ'''v'' 
countries and regions, and eliminate the duplication built into national 
of foreign aid. Third, it would justifY more striotness of supervision than 
now the case with Amerioan foreign aid efforts, but with far less chance of 
pi cion on theppart of the developing countries. Fourth, the humiliating 
out" effect would be replaced by the joint partiCipation of all. nations in 
general development of the earth's resources and industrial capacities. 
it would eliminate national tensions, e.g. between Japan and same Southeast 
areas, which now impair a!d programs by "disguising" national ities in the 
pooling of funds. Sixth, it would make easier the task of stabUizing the W) 

market prices of basio commodities, alleviating the enormouasthreat that 
in prices of commodity exports might cancel out the gains from foreign aid in 
the new nations. Seventh, it WJuld improve the possibilities of no.n-leXllLCt1 
development, eapecially in creating "soft credit" rotating-fund agenoies. 
would not require immediate progress or financial return. Finally" it would 
enhance the importance of the United Nations itself, just as the disarming 
cess would enhanoe the UN as a rule-enforoement agency. 

Towards American Democracy 

Every effort to end the Cold lIar and expand the process of 1IlOrld l.Il(lUS·~ 
1ization is and effort hostile to people and institutions whose interests lie 
perpetuation of the East-l1Test military threat and the postponement of change 
the "have not" nations of the world. Every such effort, too, is bound to 
blish greater democracy in America. The goals of a domestio effort would be: 

1. America must abolish its political party stalemate. A genuine" 
party system" centered around Issues aliI essentia! vSiues, demanding c;w,.~~"'6"'Q',',,! 

7~ "I ___ . 



to party principles, must supplant the current system of organized stalemate 
which is seriously inadequate to a world in flux. It has long been argued that 
the very overlapping of American parties guarantees that issues will be consi
dered responsibly, that progress wUl be gradual instead of intemperate, and that 
therefore America will remain stable instead ot torn by class strife. On the 
contrary: the enormous party overlap itself confuses issues and makes respon81-
Ole presentation of choice to the electorate impossible, that guarantees Con
gressional. listlessness and the drift of power to military and economic bureau
cracies" that directs attention aw~ from more fundamental causes of social. sta
billity, such as a huge middle alass, Keynesian econanic techniques and Madison 
Avenue advertising. The ideals of political democracy, then, and the imperative 
need for a fl ex:tble Eldeision-maktng apparatus makes a real two-~ system an 
1mediate social necessity. What is desirable is sufficient party disagreement 
to dramatize major issues, yet suf'ficient party overlap to guarantee stable 
transitions fram administration to administration. . 

. Everyttme the President or1:;icises a recalcitrant Congress, we must ask that 
he no longer tolerate the Southem conservatives in the Democratic Party. Every
time a liberal representative CO\tplains that f'l-re cant t expect everyting at once" . 
we must ask whether we received much of anything from Congress in the last gen- I 

eration. Everytime he refers to "circumstances beyond control" we must ask why 
he fraternizes with racist scoundrels. Every time he speaks of the "unpleasant
ness of persoaaJ. and party fighting," we should insist that pleasantry with 
Dixiecrats is inexcusable ,when the dark peoples of the world cry for American 
support .. 

ec pe es, .even re gne, wo no proVl. e a equa ou e s or 
popular involVement. Institutions should be created that engage people with 
issues and express. a poU~eal preference, not as with the huge business lobbies 
which now exerci.S6. undemocrat4.c~"but which carry political inflUence 
(appropriate to priva~, ra~'Uii'irpublic .. groupings) in the na'Eiorii1 aecisio.m-. 
making enterpr.Lse. ·.~lva~<~ .• ture, thesesooUld be organised 81"OUIJd single -
issues (medioal care,,~~~t1.on~tems :retorm. trt.c.),concre~.1ntereSt 
(labor and mino~ty gr~-,~.tiONl), multiple is .... generalissuea.. 
111ese do nqt e~~#l ~~~ ~~r1';a 1icJdg. . Il:th8t Bld exist, they would 
be a ~gnif1cant ·PQ\it~~~···~~'~~"',·rirC~,'~peqne·1nto touch 
with public life and atf~Df& tb~·-$1sQ~~express1on a,adaction.'loday# 
giant lobby repre~tat:lves9f~8S'i,Df,erest~lr: ate~t, but not educa-
ti va. The federal government :1tsa1l'· shOuld counter,-tbelatter .forces whose in
tent is often .P~c deceit for private gain .. busubsidizing the preparation 
and decentrali~· distribution .0£ objective.-materia:J.s on 'all public issues fa-
cing govemment. " . . . . 

3. Inst,itutlons and ~ctises which st1f.J.e dissent should be abOlishedt and the tranotIon of peace dlssen!£ snoUIa sa activeiy promoted. The firs 
ameridmen 1'.?eedOllls of~peecJi, assemfiLy .. thought .. rellgion and press should be 
seen as guarantors" not threats, to the national security. While SOCiety has 
the right to prevent active subversion of its laws and institutions, it has the 
duty as well to promote open discussion of all issues- otherwise it will be in 
fact promoting real subversion as the only means to implementing ideas. To eli
minate the fears and. apathy fram national life it is necessary that the institu
tions bred by fear and apathy be rooted out: the House un-American Activities 
Committee" the Senate Internal Security Committee, the lopalty oaths on federal 
loans .. the Attorney General's list of subversive organimtions, the &nith and 
McCarren acts. The process of eliminating these blighting institutions is the 
process of restoring democratic participation. Their existence is a sign of 
the decomposition and atrophy' of the participation • .. 

h. COrporations must be made publicly responsible. Is is not possible to 



,. 

believe that true democracy can exist where a minority utterly controls enor
mous wealth and power'. The influence of corporate elites on foreign policy 
is neither reliable nor democratic; a way must be fO\D1d to subordinate pri 
Ame~ican foreign investment to a democratical1y-constructed foreign pOlicy. 

1 influence of the same giants on domestic life is intolerable as well; a way 
be found to direot our economic resources to gen~e human needs, not the 
vate needs of corporations nor the rigged needs of a maneuvered citizenry. 

Amerioans cannot trust the promise of the oorporate bureaucracy to be II 

cially responsible." It must become structurally responsible to the people 
well. Empirical study shoul d deterndne the various ways in which this 
sibUity might be gained; strengthened congressional regulatory commissions; 
increased worker partiCipation in management and other forms of multilateral 
decision~aking; deliberate decentralization; actual transfer to public ~rrel~
ship, are a few major alternatives that must be considered. 

and , 
war economy." At some point, America must return to other me(~llaI 

isms ofJ" .... e .... co .... n~Oiiii ..... c growth besides public military spending. The most likely, 
least desirable, return would be in the fom of private interprise. The uncle~ 
ability lies in the fact of inherent capitalist instability, notioeable even 
with the bOlstering effects of government intervention. In the most recent 

post-war recessiOns, for example, private expenditures for plant and equipoent 
dropped from $1.6 billion to 1U.5 bUlion, while unemployment surged to nearly 
six million. B.1 good fortune, investments in construction industries remained 

. level, else an economic depression would have occurred. This will recur, and 
our growth in national per capita living standards will remain \D1sensational. 
while the econany stagnates. The main private forces of economic expansion 
cannot guarantee a steady. rate of growtJi, nor acceptable recovery from reces 
especially in a demilitlr13ing world. Government participation in the economy 
is essential. SUch participation will inevitably expand enOl'mously, because 
stable growth of the econany demands increasing investments yearly. Our ur.,' .... '" 

output of $450 billion might doUh1.e in a generation, irreversibly involving 
verrunent solutions. And in future recessions, the compensatory fiscal action 
by the government will be the only means of avoiding the twin disasters of 
ter \D1emplpyment and a slackening of the rate of growth. Furthermore" a close 
relationship with the. European Common Market will involve oompetition with nu
merous planned eoonomies, and may aggravate American unemployment unless the 
economy here is expanding swiftly enough to create new jobs. 

All these tendencies suggest that our future expans:ion rests upon our 
willingness to enlarge the IIpublic sector" greatly. Unless we choose war as 
economic solvent, future public spending will be of a non~military nature--a 
major intervention into civilian production b,y the government. The issues 
by this developnent are enormous t 

a. How should public vs. private domain be determined? ""'e suggest these 
criteria: 1) when a resource has been discovered or developed with public tax 
revenues, such as the space communications systemsl it should remain a public 
resource l not be given away to private interprise; 2) when monopolization seems 
inevitable, the public should maintain control of and industry;: 3) when nation
al objectives contradice seriously with business objectives as to the use of a 
resource, the former should prevail. 

b. How should technological advances be introduced into a society? By a 
public processl based on publicly-determined needs. Technologio.al. innovations 
shou1.d not be postponed from social use by private corporations in order -to 
test investment in older equipment. 

c. How shall the upuhlic sector" be made public ~ and not the arena of a 
40 
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ruling bureaucracy of "public servants"? By steadfast opposition to bureaucra
tic coagulation, and to definitions of human needs aCcording to problems easiest 
for computers to solve. Second, the bureautic pile-ups must be at least miid
mized by local, regional, and national economic ~anning ... - responding to the 
interconnection of public problems by compreheIlS ve programs o£ solution. 
Third, and most importaht, by experiments in decentralization, based on the vi
sion of man as master of his machines and his society. S personal capacity 
to cope with life has been reduced everywhere by the introduction of a ~clmolo
gy that only minorities of ma:n(barely) understand. How the prooasscan be re
versed-- and we believe it can be--is one of the great sociological andeconan
ic tasks before humane people today. Polytechnical school.ing" with the indivi
dual adjusting to several worle and life experiences, is one method. The trans
fer of certain mechanized tasks back into manual forms, allowing men to make 
whole" not partial, products, 1s not unimaginable. Our monster cities, based 
histor"ically on the need for .mass 1a bor, might now be hmnanizzed, broken into 
smaller connnunlties, powered by nuclear energy, arranged accQird::ng to community 
decision. '.these are but a fraction of the opportunities of the new era: seri
ous study and deliberate exper.:i.mentation, rooted in a desire for human fraterni
ty, may now result in, blueprints of civic paradise. 
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6. Amerioa should Abolish squalor, terminate neglegt, and 

establish an environment for people to live in with dignity and 
and oreativeness. 

a. A program against poverty must be just as sweeping as the 
nature of poverty itself. It must not be just palliative, but direo 
to the aboli~n of the struoturaloiroumstanees of poverty. At a 
bare minimum it should inolude a housing aot far larger than the 
one supported by the Kennedy Administration, but one that is geared 
more to low- and middle-income needs than to the windfall aspirat~vJ,Jg_ 
of small and large private entrepreneurs, one that is more sympathe 
to the quality of oommunal life than to the efficiency of oity-split 
highways. Seoond, medical ~ must beoome recognized as a lifetime 
human rights just as vital as food, shelter and clothing--the FedE 
government should guarantee health insurance as a basio social serv 
turning medical treatment into a social habit, not just an occasion 
orisis, fighting sickness among the aged not just '-y making medical, 
care financially feasible but by reducing sickness among children 
younger people, Third, existing institutions should be expanded so 
the Welfare State cares for everyone's welfare according to need. 
Social seourity payments should be extended to everyone and should 
proportionately greater for the poorest. A minimum wage of at least 
il.50 should be extended to all workers(including the 16 million 
currently not covered at all). 

b. A full-$cale public initiative for civil rights should be 
undertaken desryite the clamor among oonservatives {and liberals) 
about gradualism, property rights, and law and order. The executive 
and legislative branches of the Federal government should work by 
enforcement .m:!.9: enactment against any form of exploitation (f 
minority groups. No federal oooperation with racism is tolerable--f 
financing of schools, to the development of federally-supported 
industry, to the social gatherings of the Pres~nt. Laws hastening 
school desegregation, voting rights, and economiC proteotion for 
Negroes are needed right now. And the moral force of the Exeoutive 
Office should be exerted against the Dixieorats Sryeoifical1y, and 
national complaoency about the race question generally. Espec1ally 
1n the North, wher'e one-half of the country's Negro people now life, 
1s not a problem to be $olved in isolation from other problems. 
The fight against poverty, against slums, against the stalemated 
Congress, against McCarthy1sm, are all fights against the discrimina 
that is nearly endemic to all areas of American life. 

c. The promise and problems of long-range federal economic ~
velopment should be stUdied more constructively. It is an embarrass 
paradox that the Tennessee Valley Authority is a wonder to foreign 
visitors by a "radical" and barely influential project to most 
Americans. Th~ Kennedy d~cision to permit private facilities to 
transmit power from the $1 billion Colorado River Storage Project 
is a disastrous one, interposing privately-o~med transmitters be 
publicly-owned power generators and their publicly(and cooperativ 
owned distributors. The contrary trend, to public ownership of 
power, should be generated in en experimental way. 

d. The Area Redevelopment Act of 1961 is a first step in 
recognizing the underdeveloped areas of the United States. It has 
rejected by Mississippi already, however, because of the improvement 
it bodes for the unskilled Negro worker. This program should be en-
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larged, given teeth, and pursued rigorously by Federal authorities. 

e. Mental health institutions are in dire needj there were 
fewer mental hospital ~ in relat1·:m to the numbers of mentally
ill in 1959 than there were in 1948. Public hospitals, too, are 
seriously wanting; existing structures alone need an estimated 
$1 billion for rehabilitation. Tremendous staff and faculty needs 
exist as well, and there are ~ot enough medical students enrolled 
today to meet the srt1cipatedneeds of the future • 

.f. Our pr~ H .. ns ~re too often the enforcers of misery. They ~ust 
be either re-or1ented to rehabilitative work through public supervis
ion or be abcb11shed for their dehumanizing social effects. Funds are . 
needed, too, ~o make possible a decent prison env!ronment. 

g. Education is too vital a public problem to be completely 
entrusted to the provirl'Ce of the various states and local units • 
In fact, there is no good reason why America should not progress 
now toward internationalizing, rather than locallizing, its 
educational system--children and young adults studying everywhere ln 
the world, through a United Nations nrogram, would go far to create 
mutal understanding. In the meantime the need for teachers and 
classrooms in America is fantastic. Tttis is an area where "min lmal I. 
requirements hardly should be considered as a goal--there always are 
improvements to be made in the educational syste~, e.g., smaller 
classes and many more teachers for them, programs to subsidize the 
education'of the poorbut·br1ght, etc. 

h. America should ~llminat-e !frioultural rOliOieS based on 
scarcity and pent-up surplus. In merica and oreigo OOUntries 
there exist tremendous need-sfor more food and balanced diets. The Fec 
eral government should f1nance small farmers oooperat~ves., strengthen 
programs of rural eleotrification, and expand pollcles for the 
dlstrlbution Of agricultural surpluses .. throughout the worl,d(by Food-
for-Peace and related UN programming).. . . 

1. Science should be employedto~.constructively transform 
the oonditions of life throughout the United S~ates and the world. 
Yet at the present time the Depaxtment of Health, Education and 
Welfare and the National Science Foundation together spend only $300 
million annually forsc1entific purposes in contrast to the $6 bl1lio~ 
spent by the Defense Department and the Atomic EnergyCommlssion. One~ 
half of all research and development in America is directly devoted to 
milit&ry purposes. Two imbalances must be corrected--that of military; 
over non-military investigation, and that of bidbgical-natural
physical sCience over the sciences of human behavior. Our political 
system must then include planning for the human use of science: by 
anticiapting the political consequences of scientific innovation, by 
directing the discovery and exploration of space, by adapting scienc~ 
to improved production of food, to international communications· 
systems, to technical pro~lems of disarmament, and so on. For the 
newly-developing nati':>ns, American sCience should focus on the study 
of cheap sources of power, housing and building materials, mass 
educational technitlues, etc. Further, science 8.L"ld scholarship should b~ 
seen less as an apparatus of co~flicting power blocs, but as a bridge 
toward supranational community: the International Geophysical 
Year is a model for continuous further cooperation between the 
sCience communities of all nations. 
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An Alternative to HelPlessness 

The goals we have set are not realizable next month, or even next el 
but that fact justified neither eiving up altogether nor a determination to 
work only on immediate, direct, tangible problems •.. Both responses are a sign 
of helplessness, fearfulness of visions, refusal to hope: and tend to bring 
on the very conditions to be avoided. Fearing vision, we justify rhetoric or 
myopia. Fearing hope, we reinforce despair. 

The first effort, then, should be to 'State a vision: what is the perime
ter of human possibility in this epooh? This we have tried to do. The second 
effort, if we are to be politically responsible, is to eva. uate the prospects 
for obtaining at least 8. $Ubstantial .part of that vision in our epoch: what 
are the social. foroesthat. exist, ··or· that must exist, if we are to be at all 
successful? And~at~lebav. weo~e1vesto playas a social force? 

1. . ~ e:x.p1o~ the e.x1S~$ social foroes, now must be taken' of the 
.So\1~!ll"ltei.~:r1ghts)ll~tasthe most heartening and exemplary struggle 

, ~!:t~o:t ~<!ti'ge democracy. It is heartening because of the justice it 
iris1:s.ts upon,exElmplary because it 'indicates that there can be a passage out 
apathy. 

This movement, pushed into a bri1l.iant new phase by the Montgomery bus 
cott and the subsequent nonviolent action ot'the sit-ins and Freedom Rides 
had three major results: first, a sense of self-determination has been 
in millions of oppressed Negroes; second, the movement has challenged a few 
thousand liberals to new social idealism; third, a series of important con
cessions have been obtained, such as token sohoo1 desegregation, increased Ad
ministration help, new laws, desegregation of sOJlle public facP-it1es. 

But fundamental social change--that would break the props from lU1derJ:1a 
Crow--has not come. Negro employment opportunity,. wage levels, housing condi
tions, educational privileges--these remain deplorable and relatively constant, 
each deprivation reinforcing the impact of the others. The Southern states, 
the meantime, are strengthening the fortresses of the status quo, and, are be
ginning to camofiauge the fortresses by guile where open bigotry announced its 
defiance before. The white-controlled one-party 'system remains intact: indeed, 
conservative Republicans may have a greater interest in maintaining their "'''' ......... ~ 
tion with Dixiecrats than in organi7i!ng a Republican Party in the South. 
dominance remains a fact in nearly all the Southem states. Southern politici-' 
ansmainta1n a continuing aversion to the welfare legislation that would aid 
their.peop1.e.The reins of the Southern economy are held by conservative u"",,,.&.-·; 
nessmen 1Iho new' btaan rights as secondary to property rights. A 'Violent 
communism is rooting itself in the, South, and threatening eve~ moderate voices. 
Add the militarist'tradition of the South and its irra·tional regional mystique 
and one must conclude that authoritarian and reactionary tendencies are a .I.-.L;:I.LLJliII 

obstacle to the small, voiceless, poor, and isolated democratic movements. 

The civil rights struggle thus ha:g come to an impasse. To this impasse, , 
the movement responded this year by entering the sphere of politics, insisting 
on citizenship rights, specifically the right to vote. The new voter registra .. 
tion stage of protest represents perhaps the first major attempt ;to exercise 
the conventional instruments of political democracy in the struggle for racial 
justice. The vote, if used strategically by the great mass of now-lUlregistered 
Kegroes theoretically eligible to vote, will be a decisive factor in changing 
thar;,quali ty of Southem leadership f'rom low demagoguery to decent statemanship.·' 

Tkore important, the new emphasis on the vote heralds the use of political 
!i'tI.eansto solve the problems of eqUality in America, and it signals the decline 
OT"the short-sighted view that f'discrimination" can be isolated from related 
social problems. Since the moral clarity of the civil rights movement has not 
always been accompanied by preCise political vision, and sometimes not even by 
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a real <pollcitcal . . . ~;~l'eV~utlonary in ita implica-
tiona. The gre .... 'f4 ..• tl$. . . "",;,to bEt ··the threat posed to the 
D:i.x1ecrat: doJn1naUott O£'the< ..... '" An increased Negro vote drive 
in andofitseltls aot'go1Jagto,d1~odio theraoiat POUal', but an accel.eratirJg 
movem.e.~.l"OUIh~ CO~, t,be;'J)all9t boxes and especiallY' the jails is the 
most 1.:Ucel7means of shatter:J.ng the ()rust of pol1tica:L :1,rrespons1.bUitY' and re
stor:J.ns a,SEIDb1.ance; of democratic order, on 1.ocal and state levels. 

2. fhe'bi'oadest lI1QVementfo .. ~ in sevei-aJ. 76&rS emerpd in 1.96l-62. 
Inj.1;s polltteal.'ot-1entat1on and goiISTt is much les~ i~n~bl. t,ban(the 
mo~Dttor civ1lrighta: it includes socialists" pacifists, l~b8rat.,$Cho
lars, mUitant, activists, mid<Ue class women, scme professianal,S, ~,t\i(lents, 
a few unionists. Some haVe been emotionallY' single-issuet. Ban .. tbaBOab.Same 
have·:bo~ aoodGs;licaUy oboouratrliiSlt.Sorno have l'EIjocted ~ Systom.(sometaas 
both systema).. Sc&e have attempted, too, to "work wi thin" The 8,ysteJll.;AJIlidat 
these.cpntlict1.ng streams ot em.phas:La however, certain basic qualities appear. 
The most 1mportan1; is that the opeace movement" has operated almost excl.u.si"f&4r 

,through peripheral wsti tutions-almost never throught· mainstream institutions. 
SimUar~" inc1i viduals interested in peace have nonpolitical social roles that 
cannot be tumed to the support of peace activity. Concretely, liberal reli
gioua soc1eties, anti-war groups, voluntary associations, ad hoc cOIllllittees have 
been the political unit of the peace movement, and its human movers have been 
students, teachers, housewives, $6cretaries, lawyers, doctors, clergy. The unit~ 
have not been located in spots of major mcial inf'luence, the people have nO.t 
been able to turn their resources tullY' to the issues that concern them. The 
results are pol.it1cal. ineffectiveness and, personal alienation. 

The organizing abUit,. of the peace movement thus is limited to the abili
ty to state and polarize issues. It4Qes not have an institution or the forum 
in which the coDflicting interest. can be debated. The debate goes on in cor
ners; it has little connection witb.'~ CQ~ process of determining allo
cations of resources. This ~.~B·DC.)t ~necessarily centralized, h9W9ver 
much the peace movement is e~ .·troa·iit~t Naf;1one]. pol1cl'"though dominated 
to a Large de~e by ··thG .~elitG4tt ()t ~: C»J"pC)~tiona an<! pdlita.1.7# is 
still. partial.ly:f'ounde4'~,~,.". /~t ~~,~g~:~en ~,aetuallY' be-

~r!o=%~~~==~:€1~~al.~.·:f.l~~~ 
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, decisidn-maki»a, theft 'it;_,~ ... a~;c(\~,4~titt~~ce" nor is 
it likelY' to,Mve,.,:efte~~ .~t~·~~;~0l1t¢der8 .tothe 
issue. It isVita1. .. 'to be sure, _tthi~ edu¢atinggo on (a heartening sign 
is the recent prOUterat1onotbooks .~~~ •• $lJnc with peace and war 
problems).. AS. adoaeat1,c COD~ .. t~p8acfLgrOwS.. coup1.84 to the heavy pressures 
trom. new~Yel0pfJ2g countries, tbe.'pOsst~tJ" tor ma1d.Rg politicians respon
stbl.e to, ftpeace •. constituenctes~'becomesgree.telt ... 

. . , . 

But.'inthe:1wc. intctr1m before ·the national. :r')l1tica:l climate' is more open 
to del1beratej·ae.al~ted'debate about peace issues, the dedicated peace 
"Inovement .. :.1d.cht ,WalJ.. .~ a local baset· by establishing civic committees 
on' the te~CJ.Q8sot.~ from ~ to peacetime production" especially. 
To make war'W1<l ~.;rel~ to the problems of everydaY' life, by relating it 
to the back\ra:N', ($heltil'S); 'Uie baby(fallou.t), the job (military contracts) -! 

and, mald.ng a tum'. toward peace seem desirable on these same terms - is a task 
the peacem.ovei'l1entia just beg.inning, and can profitably continue. 

3. Central to 81fT analysis of the potential. for change must be an appraisal 
of organi2Sd' ~~ It. tmu'td. be a-h:LstortcalL to disregard the immense influence 
of labOr iii mlildiii ilodern America "a decent place in which to live. It would be 
contused to faU to note labor's presence today as the most liberal of mainstrea 
institutions. But it would be irresponsible not to criticize labor for losing 
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the idealism that once made it a driving movement. Those who expected a labor 
upsurge after the 1955 AFL-CIO merger can only be dismayed that one year later, 
in the Stevenson-Ei.senhower campaign, the m-GIO Committee on Political. Educa
tion was able to obtain solicited $l. contributions from only one of every 24 
unionists, and prompt only 4(J% percent of the rank-and-file to vote. 

As a political force, labor generally has been unsuccessful in the post-war 
period of prosperity. It has seen the passage of the Tart-Hartly and Landrum
Griffin laws, and while begiming to receive slightly favorable National Labor 
Relations Board rulings, it has made littJ.e progress against right-to work laws. 
Furthermore, it has seen less than adequate action of domestic problems, especi
ally unemployment. 

This labor ffrecession tt has been only partly due to anti-labor politicians 
and corporations. Blame should be laid, too, to labor itself for not mounting 
an adequate movement. Labor has seen itself as eliti", rather than mass-orien
ted, and as a pressure group rather than as an l8-million member body making 
political demands for all .America. In the first instance, the labor bureaucracy 
is cynical toward, or afraid of, rank-and-file involvement in the work of the 
union. Resolutions passed at conventions are implemented only by high-level 
machinations, not by mass mobilization of the unionists. 'tVithout a significant 

base, labor's pressure function is materially reduced since it becomes difficult 
to hold political figures accountable to a movement that connot muster a vote 
fram a majority of its members. 

There are some indications, however, that labor might regain its missing 
idealism. First, there are signsw:ithin the movement: of worker discontent 
wi th the economic progress of collective bargaining, of occasional splits among 
union leaders on questionssuch as nuclear testing or other Cold liar issues. 
Second:, and more important, are the social forces which prompt these feelings of 
unrest •. Foremost is the pedl_nce of unemployment, and the threat of 
automaticn, but important too is the growth of unorganized ranks in white collar 
fields with steady depletion in the already-organized fields. Third .. there is 
the tremendous challenge of the Negro movement for support from organized labor: 
the at ienatian from and disgust with labor hypocrisy among Negroes ranging from 
the NAACP to the mack Musl:iJns( crystallized in the formatl on of the Negro American 
Labor Council)indicates that labor mUst move more seriously' in its attempts 
to organize on an inte.rracial basis in the South and in large urban areas. 
lVhen this task was broached several years ago, II jurisdictional" disputes 
prevent ed action. Today, many of those disputes have been settled-and the questiCll 
of a massive organizing campaign is on the labor agenda again. 

These threats and opportunities point to a profound crisis: either labor 
continues to decline as a social force, or it must constitute itself as a mass 
poli tical force demanding not only that society recognize its rights to organize 
but also a program Boing beyond desired labor legislation md welfare improvements. 
Necessarily this latter role will require rank-and-file invol vemen t. It might 
include greater autonomy and power for political coali tiona of' the various trade 
unions in local areas, rather than the more stul tifyi-ng dominance' of the , 
international unions now. It might include reductions in leader's salaries, or " 
rotation from executive office to shop obligations, as a meansof breaking down 

• 

- the hierarchical tendencies which have detached elite from base and made the J 

highest echelons Of labor more like l:u sinessmen than workers. It would certainly 
mean an announced independence of the center and Dixiecrat wings of the Democratic 
Party, and amassive organizing drive, especially in the South to complemEnt the • 
growing Negro pOlitical drive there. 

But such is not the case at present. Few anticipate it, and fewer still 
exhort labor to begin. Labor continues to be the most liberal--and most 
frustrated--mainstream institution in America. 
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4. Since the Democratic Party sweep in 19,8, tbere have been exaggerated 
but real efforts to establish a liberal-left force in Congress,' not to balance 
but to at least voice criticism of the conservatives. The most notable of these 
efforts was the Liberal Project begwt earl.y in 19,9 by Representative Kasten
meier of Wisconsin. The Project was nei tiler disciplined, nor vary infiuential, 
but it was concenned at least with confronting basic domestic and foreign 
problems, in concert with several liberal intellectuals. 

The Project was never more than embryonic. ID 1960 five of its members 
were defeated (for ~asons other than their membership in the Project). 'lben 
followed a "post mortem" publication of a colle ction of \he Liberal psrers, 
materials discussed by the Project when it was in existence. '!'he Repu ivana 
called the book "further 'out than cODlJl1Ullism". The New Frontier Administration 
repudiated any connection with the Papers Fomer members of the Project 

even disclaimed their roles, except 10r'Ewo. A hopeful beginning came to a 
shameful end. 

But during the demise of the Project, a new spttit of Democratic 'arty 
reform was occurring in sev~ral places: New York City, Ithaca, Mas sac lmsetts , 
Clbnnecticut, Texas, Californiaj ap,d even in Mississippi and Alabama where 
Negro caDiidates for Congress challenged racist political power. Sane were for 
peace, some for the liberal Side of the New Frontier, some for realignnent of 
the parties--and in most cases, they were supported by students. 

Americans tor Democratic Action and '1bs 'New Republic, pillars jf the 
liberal communi 'W, took stands against' the "I"risItrent on nuclear testing. 
A split, slight thus far, 'develop.d iJl organ1aed labor on the same issue. 
The R~v. Martin Luther King, jr., preaohed against the Dixiecrat-Republican 
co ali tion across the nation. Here and there were stirrings ot unprogramnatic 
discontent with the political stalemate • 

s. From 1960 to 1962, the canpuses experienced a revival of idealism 
amogg an active few. Triggered by the impact of the sit-ins, students began 
to struggle for integration, civil liberties, students rights, peace md 
against the tast-rising right ... wing "revol tit as well. The liberal students, too, 
have tel t their urgency thwarted by cOI"~entional. cbatlllelsl from student 
governments to congressiopSl committees. out of tbissense of alienation from 
existing channels has comd the creation ot new ones. the most 
characteristic torms of liberal-radical student organizations are tl's dozens 
of campus polillloal parties, political journals, and peace demonstrations. In 
only a tew cases have students built bridges to power: an occasional electim 
campaign, or a show of action by campus ADA or tile Young Democ,rats, or 
intrequently through the United States National Student Associatim whose notable 
work has not been fucussed on politi. cal.. change. 

These contemporary social movements--for peace, civU rights, civU 
liberties, labor--have in common certain vat uee and goals. The fight for civil 
righu is also one for social welfare tor all Americans; for free speech and 
the'right to protest; for the sJdeld ot economic independence and bargaining 

. power; tor reduction of t.1le ams race which takes national attention and resauroes 
away fran the· settJ.ement of domestic injustice. The fi ght of labor for jobs 
and wages is also one to end exploitation of 1ihe Negro as a source ot' cheap 
labor; tor the right to petition md strike; for lOrld industrialization; tor 
the stabUity of a peacetime econany instead of the inseCurity of a war ' 
economt; for expansion of the \"leltare state. The fight for a liberal'congress 
is a fight tor a platform f'rom which these concerns can issue. And. the tight 
tar st.udent. r.lghts, tor internal democracy in the universi1iy_ is a fight teo 
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urd versi ty a potential. base m d agency tw a movement of social change. 

1. Arty new left in Jun.erica must be I in large measure ~ a 1 eft with real 
intellectual sld.lls, camnitted to deliberativeness, honesty, reflection as 
working tools. The university perm1tsthe political. lite to be an adjunct to 
the academic one, and action to be infonned by reason. 

2. A new lett must be distributed in significant social. roles through... 
out the country. 

J. A new lett must consist or younger people who matured in the post
war world, and partially be directed to the recruitment of younger people. 
The uni versi ty is the obvious· beginning point., 

4. A new lett must include liberals and SOCialists, the farmer tor 
their relevance" the latter for their sense of t~hgoing reforms in the 
system. The university is a more sensible place than a political party for 
these two traditions to discuss their di.fferences and look for political syDo
theds. 

So A new left must start controversy across the land, 1£ national. pe
licies and national. apathy are 1;0 be reversed. The ideal university is a 
community of controversy" within itself aid in its effects on communities 
beyond. 

6. A new left must iJranstorm modern canplex1ty into issues that can 
be understood and felt close-up b7 every hurlan being. It must give form to 
the feelings of helplessness and indifteretJCe. so that pe"ple may see the 
political .. SOCial, and econanic sources of their private troubles ani or
ganize to change society. In a time of supposed prosperi tor" moral complacency 
and political manipulation, a new left cannot rely on aching star.achs to be 
the engine force of social reform. The case for change, far alternatives that 
w:ill involve uncanfortable persmal efforts, must be argued as never be.f'are~ 
The university is a relevant place for all of these activities. 

To turn these possib:Uities into realities will involve national efforts 
at university reform by an alliance of students and faculty., They must wrest 
control. of the educational process fran. the admin:S.strative· bu:1'eaucracyo They' 
must legitimize the right to speak and act in public, partisan wa380 The7 
must make fraternal and functional contact with allies in labor, civU rights, 
and other liberal. forces outside the campus. They must import major public 
issues into the curriculum-research: and teaohing on prob'iems .of war and peace 
is an outstanding exsmpleo T:heY must make debate and controversyp not dull 
pedantic cant, the common style of the educ~tional life. 

As students, for a democratic SOCiety, we are cOlllJll1tted to st1mulat1JJg 
this kind of social movement_ this kind of vision md program in campus and 
community acrosa the country. If we appear to seek the unattainable" it has 
been said, then let it be known that 1ie do so to avoid the unimag1nabl. ... 
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